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Social Pioneers
Domain(s):  acclaim.asia     

Executive Summary To advance the Christian message through the exultation of Jesus Christ in all 
the Association's material in all forms of communication and to promote a 
moral, social and physical well-being of the community by the provision of 
social services including the caring of the young and the aged, relief of the 
poor and counseling of the needy. 

Domain(s):  actionlove.asia     

Executive Summary To advance the Christian message through the exultation of Jesus Christ in all 
the Association's material in all forms of communication and to promote a 
moral, social and physical well-being of the community by the provision of 
social services including the caring of the young and the aged, relief of the 
poor and counseling of the needy. 

Domain(s):  adopt.asia    

Executive Summary This domain is intended to be used for the development and promotion of 
usage and adoption of the .ASIA TLD by the Internet community in Asia and 
around the world.  In particular, the .ASIA Registry intends to proactively seek 
partnerships to develop the Adopt.Asia domain into a community portal to 
promote the adoption of the .Asia domain or other relevant social purposes. 

Domain(s):  aid.asia     

Executive Summary This domain is intended to be used for the development and promotion of 
usage and adoption of the .ASIA TLD by the Internet community in Asia and 
around the world.  In particular, the .ASIA Registry intends to proactively seek 
partnerships to develop the Aid.Asia domain into a community initiative 
focused on providing aid to development projects in Asia. 

Domain(s):  aids.asia     

Executive Summary This domain is intended to be used for the development and promotion of 
usage and adoption of the .ASIA TLD by the Internet community in Asia and 
around the world.  In particular, the .ASIA Registry intends to proactively seek 
partnerships to develop the Aids.Asia domain into a social project for AIDS or 
aids to projects in Asia. 

Domain(s):  Allah.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 



this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  Amitabuddha.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  aohk.org.asia    

Executive Summary To advance the Christian message through the exultation of Jesus Christ in all 
the Association's material in all forms of communication and to promote a 
moral, social and physical well-being of the community by the provision of 
social services including the caring of the young and the aged, relief of the 
poor and counseling of the needy. 

Domain(s):  apcert.asia    

Executive Summary Background: 
With the rapid development of the Internet, many Asia-Pacific economies are 
now increasingly dependent on public network applications such as online 
banking, online stock trading, e-business, e-government and e-customs. The 
protection of the various national information infrastructures that make up this 
new and emerging Asia-Pacific e-economy is critical to the region’s political 
and economic stability and security. The need to protect these critical national 
information infrastructures is also urgent. 



Attacks on information infrastructures are increasing in frequency, 
sophistication and scale. This growing threat in the Asia-Pacific region requires 
a collaborative approach with the various CERT and CSIRT organisations 
taking the lead role with the full support from their respective governments. 
To address this urgent need the Asia-Pacific Incident Response Teams 
(APCERT) was established. APCERT has an operational focus. 
History: 
As an initiative of JPCERT/CC, the leading CERTs and Computer Security 
Incident Response Teams (CSIRTs) from economies in the Asia Pacific region 
were invited to attend an Asia-Pacific Security Incident Response Coordination 
(APSIRC) meeting in Japan in March 2002 to discuss improved working 
relationships between CSIRT neighbours across international borders. 
A key outcome from the APSIRC meeting was the decision to form APCERT 
as the vehicle for regional cross border cooperation and information sharing. A 
working group was formed which used a consultative process to forge an 
agreement for the 15 CERT teams from the 12 Asia Pacific economies that 
agreed to establish APCERT. 
In February 2003, the APCERT agreement was accepted by attendees of the 
APSIRC meeting and elections were held for the positions of Steering 
Committee, Chair and Secretariat. During the AGM in Kyoto in February 2005, 
the position of Deputy Chair was created and a team elected. 
Many of the goals and objectives of APSIRC firmly established and became 
the legacy upon which APCERT is built. 
Mission: 
APCERT will maintain a trusted contact network of computer security experts 
in the Asia-pacific region to improve the regions' awareness and competency in 
relation to computer security incidents through: 
1． enhancing Asia-Pacific regional and international cooperation on 
information security; 
2． jointly developing measures to deal with large-scale or regional network 
security incidents; 
3． facilitating information sharing and technology exchange, including 
information security, computer virus and malicious code, among its members ; 
4． promoting collaborative research and development on subjects of interest 
to its members; 
5． assisting other CERTs and CSIRTS in the region to conduct efficient and 
effective computer emergency response; 
6． providing inputs and/or recommendations to help address legal issues 
related to information security and emergency response across regional 
boundaries. 
 

Domain(s):  APNG.asia    

Executive Summary Asia Pacific Networking Group (APNG) is an Internet organization dedicated to 
the advancement of networking infrastructure in this region and to the research 
and development of all associated enabling technologies. Its mission is to 
promote the Internet and the coordination of network inter-connectivity in the 
Asia Pacific Region. It also represents the “Asia Pacific Next Generation” 
raising the voice of the Next Generation of the region. 
Through its activities, it has spawned off a number of Asia Pacific organizations 
including Asia Pacific Network Information Centre (APNIC), Asia & Pacific 
Internet Association (APIA), Asia Pacific Top Level Domain Association 
(APTLD) and Asia Pacific Computer Emergency Response Team (APCERT).  
Today, APNG represents the region at the Coordinating Committee for Inter-



Continental Research Networking (CCIRN), and is the leading voice of Internet 
networking in the Asia Pacific Region. 
APNG operates through Steering Committee and a Secretariat. It holds yearly 
meetings in different locations throughout the Asia Pacific Region. Each 
meeting is usually associated with a seminar, focusing on current topics of 
interest related to networking. APNG and its camp activities are not only 
empowering the Next Generation who has the power of developmental assets 
and an innovative and fresh point of view on Internet Technology but also 
bonding and strengthening relationship among senior leaders and the youth to 
share and discuss over perspectives of today’s Internet in Asia Pacific. 
With open membership, all are welcome to participate in a wide range of 
Working Groups and anyone is free to hold a Birds-of-a-Feather discussion 
group (BoF) during our regular yearly meetings. Further, APNG has its local 
representation named “Local Committees” in many of the countries in the 
region through which APNG convey its messages to the ground level of the 
region. 
2. APNG Mission and Vision 
2.1. Our Visions: 
• To be a core organization of Internet Community in Asia Pacific  
• To be a stable organization with appropriate resource and fund; and  
• To be an active and alive organization being operated by Next Generation. 
2.2. Our Mission: 
            To contribute Internet Growth in Asia Pacific through 
• Learning its history in each county and experience from seniors. 
• Sharing information among community. 
• Activating Next Generation (APNG) activity through APNG Camp. 
• Providing place and opportunity of discussion for developing countries. 
• Challenging to create new Internet growth opportunity.    
 

Domain(s):  apnic.asia     

Executive Summary APNIC, established in 1993, is one of five Regional Internet Registries 
(RIRs) currently operating in the world. It is responsible for the allocation and 
registration of IP addresses within the Asia Pacific region, including IPv4 and 
IPv6 addresses, and associated numerical Internet resources.  APNIC 
provides services which are critical to the operation of the Internet globally, as 
well as supporting the development of the Internet in the Asia Pacific region. 
APNIC is a not-for-profit, membership-based organization whose members 
include Internet Service Providers, National Internet Registries, and similar 
organizations. APNIC represents the Asia Pacific region (as defined by a 
consensus of the global RIR community), comprising 62 economies; and has a 
total of over 1500 members in 50 of those economies. 
The APNIC mission statement is “Addressing the challenge of responsible 
Internet resource distribution in the Asia Pacific region”. In addition to address 
allocation and registration services, APNIC offers training to technical 
personnel in the Asia and Pacific region who manage Internet infrastructures 
and associated IP address and domain name resources. 
As a regional industry self-regulatory body, APNIC coordinates the 
development of policies relating to the management of Internet address 
resources within the region. Using defined open policy processes, members 
and the Internet community discuss policy matters during APNIC’s regular 
Open Policy meetings, as well as using online discussion media.  
Policies approved by consensus at the Open Policy meetings are then 



implemented by the APNIC secretariat and form the basis of APNIC’s 
operations. 
 

Domain(s):  auscert.asia     

Executive Summary AustCERT is an independent, not-for-profit team of IT security professionals, 
based at The Unversity of Queensland.  The University of Queensland is one 
of Australia's premier learning and research institutions. 

Domain(s):  BahauFaith.asia    

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  Bible.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 



dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  Bodhisattva.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  Brahman.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 



Domain(s):  breakthrough.asia     

Executive Summary Founded in 1973, Breakthrough is a non-profit-making youth organization 
offering cultural, educational and servicing activities to young people. Based on 
Christian faith, Breakthrough provides wholistic and integrated services, 
helping young people cultivate their potentials and developing leaders for the 
21st century. 
Our works include publication, audio-visual service, counseling services, and 
youth development service.  We also have established a virtual community on 
internet, which is the first of its kind in Hong Kong. It offers a variety of internet 
activities, seminars and training to encourage young people to cultivate 
interpersonal relationship by using sophisticated technology. 
 

Domain(s):  bt4u.asia     

Executive Summary Founded in 1973, Breakthrough is a non-profit-making youth organization 
offering cultural, educational and servicing activities to young people. Based on 
Christian faith, Breakthrough provides wholistic and integrated services, 
helping young people cultivate their potentials and developing leaders for the 
21st century. 
Our works include publication, audio-visual service, counseling services, and 
youth development service.  We also have established a virtual community on 
internet, which is the first of its kind in Hong Kong. It offers a variety of internet 
activities, seminars and training to encourage young people to cultivate 
interpersonal relationship by using sophisticated technology. 
 

Domain(s):  btproduct.asia     

Executive Summary Founded in 1973, Breakthrough is a non-profit-making youth organization 
offering cultural, educational and servicing activities to young people. Based on 
Christian faith, Breakthrough provides wholistic and integrated services, 
helping young people cultivate their potentials and developing leaders for the 
21st century. 
Our works include publication, audio-visual service, counseling services, and 
youth development service.  We also have established a virtual community on 
internet, which is the first of its kind in Hong Kong. It offers a variety of internet 
activities, seminars and training to encourage young people to cultivate 
interpersonal relationship by using sophisticated technology. 
 

Domain(s):  Buddha.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 



messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  Buddhisam.asia    

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  Buddhist.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 



dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  Buddhists.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  care.asia     

Executive Summary This domain is intended to be used for the development and promotion of 
usage and adoption of the .ASIA TLD by the Internet community in Asia and 
around the world.  In particular, the .ASIA Registry intends to proactively seek 
partnerships to develop the Care.Asia domain into a social initiative for Asia. 

Domain(s):  Catholic.asia    

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 



Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  Catholicism.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  cert.asia     

Executive Summary Background: 
With the rapid development of the Internet, many Asia-Pacific economies are 
now increasingly dependent on public network applications such as online 
banking, online stock trading, e-business, e-government and e-customs. The 
protection of the various national information infrastructures that make up this 
new and emerging Asia-Pacific e-economy is critical to the region’s political 
and economic stability and security. The need to protect these critical national 
information infrastructures is also urgent. 
Attacks on information infrastructures are increasing in frequency, 
sophistication and scale. This growing threat in the Asia-Pacific region requires 
a collaborative approach with the various CERT and CSIRT organisations 
taking the lead role with the full support from their respective governments. 
To address this urgent need the Asia-Pacific Incident Response Teams 
(APCERT) was established. APCERT has an operational focus. 
History: 
As an initiative of JPCERT/CC, the leading CERTs and Computer Security 
Incident Response Teams (CSIRTs) from economies in the Asia Pacific region 
were invited to attend an Asia-Pacific Security Incident Response Coordination 
(APSIRC) meeting in Japan in March 2002 to discuss improved working 
relationships between CSIRT neighbours across international borders. 
A key outcome from the APSIRC meeting was the decision to form APCERT 



as the vehicle for regional cross border cooperation and information sharing. A 
working group was formed which used a consultative process to forge an 
agreement for the 15 CERT teams from the 12 Asia Pacific economies that 
agreed to establish APCERT. 
In February 2003, the APCERT agreement was accepted by attendees of the 
APSIRC meeting and elections were held for the positions of Steering 
Committee, Chair and Secretariat. During the AGM in Kyoto in February 2005, 
the position of Deputy Chair was created and a team elected. 
Many of the goals and objectives of APSIRC firmly established and became 
the legacy upon which APCERT is built. 
Mission: 
APCERT will maintain a trusted contact network of computer security experts 
in the Asia-pacific region to improve the regions' awareness and competency in 
relation to computer security incidents through: 
1． enhancing Asia-Pacific regional and international cooperation on 
information security; 
2． jointly developing measures to deal with large-scale or regional network 
security incidents; 
3． facilitating information sharing and technology exchange, including 
information security, computer virus and malicious code, among its members ; 
4． promoting collaborative research and development on subjects of interest 
to its members; 
5． assisting other CERTs and CSIRTS in the region to conduct efficient and 
effective computer emergency response; 
6． providing inputs and/or recommendations to help address legal issues 
related to information security and emergency response across regional 
boundaries. 
 

Domain(s):  Chan.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  change.asia    



Executive Summary This domain is intended to be used for the development and promotion of 
usage and adoption of the .ASIA TLD by the Internet community in Asia and 
around the world.  In particular, the .ASIA Registry intends to proactively seek 
partnerships to develop the Change.Asia domain into a social project seeking 
innovative changes and perspectives for the benefit of the community in Asia. 

Domain(s):  charity.asia     

Executive Summary Charity.Asia 
The Hong Kong Council of Social Service launched the Wisegiving website 
(http://www.wisegiving.org.hk) in 2007. The Wisegiving website is an initiative 
to promote charitable giving and to enhance charity accountability and 
transparency in Hong Kong. NGOs can list their Governance and Finance 
information on the website for public easy reference. NGOs on the list are 
allowed to upload messages on social needs and their projects in the 
website.With information provided by WiseGiving, individual donors, corporate 
sponsors and foundation grantmakers will be benefited from making informed 
decision and wise giving choices. 
(Current website: http://www.wisegiving.org.hk) 
 

Domain(s):  childdevelopment.asia     

Executive Summary The CDC is a non-profit organization in Hong Kong, and would like to apply for 
the social pioneer application.  The Child Development Centre is a non-profit 
organization established 31 years ago, offering early intervention services to 
children aged 0 to 6 years with developmental delays.  The Centre is partially 
subsidised by the Social Welfare Department and was the first to integrate 
typical children and those with special needs into group sessions in Hong 
Kong.  
Centre services include baby clinic, toddler group, pre-school programmes, 
speech and social skill programmes, sensorimotor programmes, individualized 
educational programmes, play stimulation, and family support & counselling. 
The working language is English and the Centre takes in children of every 
nationality. The Centre is also a resource for all of Hong Kong providing parent 
counselling, consultancy, child development training for parents and child care 
professionals. 
We envision a society where each child, irrespective of background or ability, 
receives an affordable, easily-accessible, world-class education in a 
compassionate and inclusive environment 
The CDC: 
- Provides tailored early intervention for all children with developmental or 
special educational needs delivered by a dedicated team of skilled 
professionals 
- Empowers and guides parents and service providers 
- Advocates the inclusion of all children into the community through public 
awareness and education 
 

Domain(s):  Christ.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 



the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  Christian.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  Christian.asia    

Executive Summary www.hkcd.org, a networking platform developed exclusively for adult Christian 
singles, started in August 2006.  Currently, we have over 1800 registered 
members and majority from Christians of Hong Kong churches.  We organize 
monthly event, seminar for our members and to provide an environment for our 
members to build fellowship.  Our vision is to provide a safe and hassle free 
environment for them to connect and develop relationship with people of same 
faith which is fundamental element for a successful marriage. 

Domain(s):  christianaction.asia     



Executive Summary Christian Action is a Hong Kong registered charitable organisation established 
in 1985 (Registration no: 161383). Our mission is to help the poor and 
disadvantaged in Hong Kong and Mainland China with particular emphasis 
upon displaced persons, irrespective of race, sex, religion or nationality. 

Domain(s):  christian-action.asia    

Executive Summary Christian Action is a Hong Kong registered charitable organisation established 
in 1985 (Registration no: 161383). Our mission is to help the poor and 
disadvantaged in Hong Kong and Mainland China with particular emphasis 
upon displaced persons, irrespective of race, sex, religion or nationality. 

Domain(s):  Christianity.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  Church.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 



dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  community.asia     

Executive Summary This domain is intended to be used for the development and promotion of 
usage and adoption of the .ASIA TLD by the Internet community in Asia and 
around the world.  In particular, the .ASIA Registry intends to proactively seek 
partnerships to develop the Community.Asia domain into a social project for 
Asia. 

Domain(s):  concert.asia    

Executive Summary This domain is intended to be used for the development and promotion of 
usage and adoption of the .ASIA TLD by the Internet community in Asia and 
around the world.  In particular, the .ASIA Registry intends to proactively seek 
partnerships to develop the Concert.Asia domain in coordination with 
performances and events for Asia. 

Domain(s):  Confucianism.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  connect.asia     

Executive Summary This domain is intended to be used for the development and promotion of 
usage and adoption of the .ASIA TLD by the Internet community in Asia and 
around the world.  In particular, the .ASIA Registry intends to proactively seek 
partnerships to develop the Connect.Asia domain into initiatives to develop 
connectivity and access in Asia. 

Domain(s):  Create.asia    



Executive Summary Create.Asia is a not-for-profit youth organisation that builds youths around the 
world into main contributors to local and global society. 
Our mission: "To inspire youths to make a positive difference in our world." 
We seek to inculcate awareness of societal issues in today's youths, and 
encourage their involvement in the political, cultural and environmental issues 
in their home countries and around the world. We are dedicated to imbuing 
leadership qualities in youths and make them leaders in their own right. In this 
way, we equip the youths of the world to take action against specific issues 
affecting society on a local and global level. Our strong connections with 
educational institutions enables us to reach out to youths in these institutions. 
A main feature on Create.Asia is YouthsConnect, a social platform where 
youths can exchange information about social issues, discuss these issues 
with their peers from around the world and also hear about international events 
that happen around the world. There will be appointed mentors who login into 
this platform to help troubled youths who need counselling/mentoring. These 
mentors will also help to seek appropriate help if needed. There will also be  
intiatives in each country to enable these youths to interact with youths, live, in 
their respective communities and participate in the events being held. All these 
will help youths to connect with other youths, through shared interests and 
causes, and unite in their efforts to campaign the causes they support. 
Through these initiatives, youths can be picked to head certain sub-committies 
and learn valuable leadership skills. We must emphasize that the youths will be 
given proper guidance for each project and undertaking under YouthsConnect 
and Create.Asia. 
 

Domain(s):  csirt.asia     

Executive Summary Background: 
With the rapid development of the Internet, many Asia-Pacific economies are 
now increasingly dependent on public network applications such as online 
banking, online stock trading, e-business, e-government and e-customs. The 
protection of the various national information infrastructures that make up this 
new and emerging Asia-Pacific e-economy is critical to the region’s political 
and economic stability and security. The need to protect these critical national 
information infrastructures is also urgent. 
Attacks on information infrastructures are increasing in frequency, 
sophistication and scale. This growing threat in the Asia-Pacific region requires 
a collaborative approach with the various CERT and CSIRT organisations 
taking the lead role with the full support from their respective governments. 
To address this urgent need the Asia-Pacific Incident Response Teams 
(APCERT) was established. APCERT has an operational focus. 
History: 
As an initiative of JPCERT/CC, the leading CERTs and Computer Security 
Incident Response Teams (CSIRTs) from economies in the Asia Pacific region 
were invited to attend an Asia-Pacific Security Incident Response Coordination 
(APSIRC) meeting in Japan in March 2002 to discuss improved working 
relationships between CSIRT neighbours across international borders. 
A key outcome from the APSIRC meeting was the decision to form APCERT 
as the vehicle for regional cross border cooperation and information sharing. A 
working group was formed which used a consultative process to forge an 
agreement for the 15 CERT teams from the 12 Asia Pacific economies that 
agreed to establish APCERT. 
In February 2003, the APCERT agreement was accepted by attendees of the 
APSIRC meeting and elections were held for the positions of Steering 



Committee, Chair and Secretariat. During the AGM in Kyoto in February 2005, 
the position of Deputy Chair was created and a team elected. 
Many of the goals and objectives of APSIRC firmly established and became 
the legacy upon which APCERT is built. 
Mission: 
APCERT will maintain a trusted contact network of computer security experts 
in the Asia-pacific region to improve the regions' awareness and competency in 
relation to computer security incidents through: 
1． enhancing Asia-Pacific regional and international cooperation on 
information security; 
2． jointly developing measures to deal with large-scale or regional network 
security incidents; 
3． facilitating information sharing and technology exchange, including 
information security, computer virus and malicious code, among its members ; 
4． promoting collaborative research and development on subjects of interest 
to its members; 
5． assisting other CERTs and CSIRTS in the region to conduct efficient and 
effective computer emergency response; 
6． providing inputs and/or recommendations to help address legal issues 
related to information security and emergency response across regional 
boundaries. 
 

Domain(s):  csr.asia     

Executive Summary This domain is intended to be used for the development and promotion of 
usage and adoption of the .ASIA TLD by the Internet community in Asia and 
around the world.  In particular, the .ASIA Registry intends to proactively seek 
partnerships to develop the CSR.Asia domain for initiatives relating to 
Corporate Social Responsibility in Asia. 

Domain(s):  Dao.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 



Domain(s):  Dharma.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  dialogue.asia    

Executive Summary This domain is intended to be used for the development and promotion of 
usage and adoption of the .ASIA TLD by the Internet community in Asia and 
around the world.  In particular, the .ASIA Registry intends to proactively seek 
partnerships to develop the Dialogue.Asia domain into a community platform 
for public sphere engagement. 

Domain(s):  Diety,asia    

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 



 

Domain(s):  digitaldivide.asia     

Executive Summary This domain is intended to be used for the development and promotion of 
usage and adoption of the .ASIA TLD by the Internet community in Asia and 
around the world.  In particular, the .ASIA Registry intends to proactively seek 
partnerships to develop the DigitalDivide.Asia domain for projects to tackle 
digital divide issues. 

Domain(s):  digitalinclusion.asia     

Executive Summary This domain is intended to be used for the development and promotion of 
usage and adoption of the .ASIA TLD by the Internet community in Asia and 
around the world.  In particular, the .ASIA Registry intends to proactively seek 
partnerships to develop the DigitalInclusion.Asia domain for digital inclusion 
projects. 

Domain(s):  Divinity.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  donate.asia     

Executive Summary This domain is intended to be used for the development and promotion of 
usage and adoption of the .ASIA TLD by the Internet community in Asia and 
around the world.  In particular, the .ASIA Registry intends to proactively seek 
partnerships to develop the Donate.Asia domain into fund raising initiatives. 

Domain(s):  dsf.asia     



Executive Summary DSF.Asia 
The Digital Solidarity Fund (DSF), was established in 2004 by the Hong Kong 
Council of Social Service, with the financial support from the Government and 
commercial sector. The objective of DSF is to secure financial support for 
digital inclusion programmes in Hong Kong. Besides, DSF also acts as a 
collaborative platform to engage different stakeholders, including Government, 
the business sector, NGOs and the public, in designing and implementing 
strategies that narrow the digital divide in Hong Kong. Since established in 
2004, the DSF had supported 29 projects of local NGOs with a total granted 
amount over HKD 4.6M. Over 140,000 people, including elderly, low income 
family, people with disabilities and chronic illness, homemakers, residents in 
remote area, etc. have benefited from these funded projects. 
(Current website: http://www.dsf.org.hk) 
 

Domain(s):  Entrepreneur.asia     

Executive Summary The Asian economy continues to grow as a dynamic pace and 
entrepreneurship continues to be a key driver in most economies. With the rise 
of many emerging countries, entrepreneurship is a key component that 
continues to fuel the economic growth of many countries. Entrepreneur.asia 
envisions to become an organization that helps groom the next breed of 
entrepreneurs. We intend to act as a hub for anybody interested in 
entrepreneurial development and to seek out the necessary resources for any 
entrepreneur to start his/her own business. We have partnerships with many 
major organizations, and with universities.  
Entrepreneur.asia seeks partnerships with major affiliations like GENO who 
has been a major supporter of the World Entrepreneur of the Year (WEOY) 
awards held by Ernest &Young on an annual basis. Through these affiliations, 
Entrepreneur.asia continues to send our members to these conferences to 
network with the best and learn from them what it takes to be a global 
entrepreneur to hire the best talent from around the world. We have also 
supported major SME conferences; the World SME Expo in HongKong where 
we conduct conferences/workshops to help participants understand successful 
straits of entrepreneurs.  
Under the umbrella brand of Entrepreneur.asia, we intend to roll out a micro 
entrepreneurship intiative which is an online platform which helps users loan 
small sums of money to villagers in third world developing countries. This 
serves as a platform for us to gain access to outstanding entrepreneurs from 
impoverished communities world-wide. We are also in talks with PayPal and 
other microfinance institutions to have the first Micro Entrepreneurship awards. 
This will be organized by Entrepreneur. asia to alleviate the brand of 
Entrepreneur.asia and its social implications. 
 

Domain(s):  environment.asia    

Executive Summary This domain is intended to be used for the development and promotion of 
usage and adoption of the .ASIA TLD by the Internet community in Asia and 
around the world.  In particular, the .ASIA Registry intends to proactively seek 
partnerships to develop the Environment.Asia domain for raising awareness 
surrounding the preservation of the environment. 

Domain(s):  frankfurt.asia     



Executive Summary The City of Frankfurt is at the center of the larger Frankfurt Rhine Main Area 
which has a population of 5,3 million. The City of Frankfurt is the financial and 
transportation centre of Germany and one of the two largest financial centres in 
continental Europe, the other being Paris. It is the place of residence of the 
European Central Bank, the German Federal Bank, the Frankfurt Stock 
Exchange and the Frankfurt Trade Fair. Frankfurt International Airport is one of 
the world's busiest airports, Frankfurt Central Station is one of the largest 
terminal stations in Europe and the Frankfurter Kreuz (Autobahn 
interchange) is the most heavily used interchange in Europe. 180 different 
nationalities reside in Frankfurt. The Frankfurt Area is also home to one of the 
largest Asian communities in Europe. The City of Frankfurt is well known 
worldwide and listed as one of ten Alpha world cities. Among English speakers 
the city is commonly known simply as "Frankfurt".  
Given the worldwide reputation of The City of Frankfurt and the fact that there 
is also a living and prospering Asian community in Frankfurt, the registration of 
the domain <frankfurt.asia> is of paramount significance for The City of 
Frankfurt. In light of the relevant domain registration rules, we would like to ask 
you whether we can register the domains <frankfurt.asia>, 
<frankfurtmain.asia>, <frankfurtammain.asia>, <frankfurt-main.asia> and 
<frankfurt-am-main.asia> as soon as possible. In the past, The City of 
Frankfurt made the experience that third parties tried to register "Frankfurt"-
domains, presumably to sell such names to The City of Frankfurt at a later 
stage. In order to avoid such behavior or other potentially misleading practices, 
we successfully represented The City of Frankfurt most recently before an 
Arbitration Court in a legal proceeding against EURid, the official registrar of 
the domain <.eu>, in a case relating to the registration of the domain 
<frankfurt.eu> since a Netherlands Company has filed successfully for the 
domain registration <frankfurt.eu> based on a Benelux trademark application 
FRANKF&URT (please see attached a copy of this decision for your 
information). 
 

Domain(s):  frankfurtammain.asia     

Executive Summary The City of Frankfurt is at the center of the larger Frankfurt Rhine Main Area 
which has a population of 5,3 million. The City of Frankfurt is the financial and 
transportation centre of Germany and one of the two largest financial centres in 
continental Europe, the other being Paris. It is the place of residence of the 
European Central Bank, the German Federal Bank, the Frankfurt Stock 
Exchange and the Frankfurt Trade Fair. Frankfurt International Airport is one of 
the world's busiest airports, Frankfurt Central Station is one of the largest 
terminal stations in Europe and the Frankfurter Kreuz (Autobahn 
interchange) is the most heavily used interchange in Europe. 180 different 
nationalities reside in Frankfurt. The Frankfurt Area is also home to one of the 
largest Asian communities in Europe. The City of Frankfurt is well known 
worldwide and listed as one of ten Alpha world cities. Among English speakers 
the city is commonly known simply as "Frankfurt".  
Given the worldwide reputation of The City of Frankfurt and the fact that there 
is also a living and prospering Asian community in Frankfurt, the registration of 
the domain <frankfurt.asia> is of paramount significance for The City of 
Frankfurt. In light of the relevant domain registration rules, we would like to ask 
you whether we can register the domains <frankfurt.asia>, 
<frankfurtmain.asia>, <frankfurtammain.asia>, <frankfurt-main.asia> and 
<frankfurt-am-main.asia> as soon as possible. In the past, The City of 
Frankfurt made the experience that third parties tried to register "Frankfurt"-



domains, presumably to sell such names to The City of Frankfurt at a later 
stage. In order to avoid such behavior or other potentially misleading practices, 
we successfully represented The City of Frankfurt most recently before an 
Arbitration Court in a legal proceeding against EURid, the official registrar of 
the domain <.eu>, in a case relating to the registration of the domain 
<frankfurt.eu> since a Netherlands Company has filed successfully for the 
domain registration <frankfurt.eu> based on a Benelux trademark application 
FRANKF&URT (please see attached a copy of this decision for your 
information). 
 

Domain(s):  frankfurt-am-main.asia    

Executive Summary The City of Frankfurt is at the center of the larger Frankfurt Rhine Main Area 
which has a population of 5,3 million. The City of Frankfurt is the financial and 
transportation centre of Germany and one of the two largest financial centres in 
continental Europe, the other being Paris. It is the place of residence of the 
European Central Bank, the German Federal Bank, the Frankfurt Stock 
Exchange and the Frankfurt Trade Fair. Frankfurt International Airport is one of 
the world's busiest airports, Frankfurt Central Station is one of the largest 
terminal stations in Europe and the Frankfurter Kreuz (Autobahn 
interchange) is the most heavily used interchange in Europe. 180 different 
nationalities reside in Frankfurt. The Frankfurt Area is also home to one of the 
largest Asian communities in Europe. The City of Frankfurt is well known 
worldwide and listed as one of ten Alpha world cities. Among English speakers 
the city is commonly known simply as "Frankfurt".  
Given the worldwide reputation of The City of Frankfurt and the fact that there 
is also a living and prospering Asian community in Frankfurt, the registration of 
the domain <frankfurt.asia> is of paramount significance for The City of 
Frankfurt. In light of the relevant domain registration rules, we would like to ask 
you whether we can register the domains <frankfurt.asia>, 
<frankfurtmain.asia>, <frankfurtammain.asia>, <frankfurt-main.asia> and 
<frankfurt-am-main.asia> as soon as possible. In the past, The City of 
Frankfurt made the experience that third parties tried to register "Frankfurt"-
domains, presumably to sell such names to The City of Frankfurt at a later 
stage. In order to avoid such behavior or other potentially misleading practices, 
we successfully represented The City of Frankfurt most recently before an 
Arbitration Court in a legal proceeding against EURid, the official registrar of 
the domain <.eu>, in a case relating to the registration of the domain 
<frankfurt.eu> since a Netherlands Company has filed successfully for the 
domain registration <frankfurt.eu> based on a Benelux trademark application 
FRANKF&URT (please see attached a copy of this decision for your 
information). 
 

Domain(s):  frankfurtmain.asia    

Executive Summary The City of Frankfurt is at the center of the larger Frankfurt Rhine Main Area 
which has a population of 5,3 million. The City of Frankfurt is the financial and 
transportation centre of Germany and one of the two largest financial centres in 
continental Europe, the other being Paris. It is the place of residence of the 
European Central Bank, the German Federal Bank, the Frankfurt Stock 
Exchange and the Frankfurt Trade Fair. Frankfurt International Airport is one of 
the world's busiest airports, Frankfurt Central Station is one of the largest 
terminal stations in Europe and the Frankfurter Kreuz (Autobahn 
interchange) is the most heavily used interchange in Europe. 180 different 



nationalities reside in Frankfurt. The Frankfurt Area is also home to one of the 
largest Asian communities in Europe. The City of Frankfurt is well known 
worldwide and listed as one of ten Alpha world cities. Among English speakers 
the city is commonly known simply as "Frankfurt".  
Given the worldwide reputation of The City of Frankfurt and the fact that there 
is also a living and prospering Asian community in Frankfurt, the registration of 
the domain <frankfurt.asia> is of paramount significance for The City of 
Frankfurt. In light of the relevant domain registration rules, we would like to ask 
you whether we can register the domains <frankfurt.asia>, 
<frankfurtmain.asia>, <frankfurtammain.asia>, <frankfurt-main.asia> and 
<frankfurt-am-main.asia> as soon as possible. In the past, The City of 
Frankfurt made the experience that third parties tried to register "Frankfurt"-
domains, presumably to sell such names to The City of Frankfurt at a later 
stage. In order to avoid such behavior or other potentially misleading practices, 
we successfully represented The City of Frankfurt most recently before an 
Arbitration Court in a legal proceeding against EURid, the official registrar of 
the domain <.eu>, in a case relating to the registration of the domain 
<frankfurt.eu> since a Netherlands Company has filed successfully for the 
domain registration <frankfurt.eu> based on a Benelux trademark application 
FRANKF&URT (please see attached a copy of this decision for your 
information). 
 

Domain(s):  frankfurt-main.asia     

Executive Summary The City of Frankfurt is at the center of the larger Frankfurt Rhine Main Area 
which has a population of 5,3 million. The City of Frankfurt is the financial and 
transportation centre of Germany and one of the two largest financial centres in 
continental Europe, the other being Paris. It is the place of residence of the 
European Central Bank, the German Federal Bank, the Frankfurt Stock 
Exchange and the Frankfurt Trade Fair. Frankfurt International Airport is one of 
the world's busiest airports, Frankfurt Central Station is one of the largest 
terminal stations in Europe and the Frankfurter Kreuz (Autobahn 
interchange) is the most heavily used interchange in Europe. 180 different 
nationalities reside in Frankfurt. The Frankfurt Area is also home to one of the 
largest Asian communities in Europe. The City of Frankfurt is well known 
worldwide and listed as one of ten Alpha world cities. Among English speakers 
the city is commonly known simply as "Frankfurt".  
Given the worldwide reputation of The City of Frankfurt and the fact that there 
is also a living and prospering Asian community in Frankfurt, the registration of 
the domain <frankfurt.asia> is of paramount significance for The City of 
Frankfurt. In light of the relevant domain registration rules, we would like to ask 
you whether we can register the domains <frankfurt.asia>, 
<frankfurtmain.asia>, <frankfurtammain.asia>, <frankfurt-main.asia> and 
<frankfurt-am-main.asia> as soon as possible. In the past, The City of 
Frankfurt made the experience that third parties tried to register "Frankfurt"-
domains, presumably to sell such names to The City of Frankfurt at a later 
stage. In order to avoid such behavior or other potentially misleading practices, 
we successfully represented The City of Frankfurt most recently before an 
Arbitration Court in a legal proceeding against EURid, the official registrar of 
the domain <.eu>, in a case relating to the registration of the domain 
<frankfurt.eu> since a Netherlands Company has filed successfully for the 
domain registration <frankfurt.eu> based on a Benelux trademark application 
FRANKF&URT (please see attached a copy of this decision for your 
information). 



 

Domain(s):  give.asia     

Executive Summary This domain is intended to be used for the development and promotion of 
usage and adoption of the .ASIA TLD by the Internet community in Asia and 
around the world.  In particular, the .ASIA Registry intends to proactively seek 
partnerships to develop the Give.Asia domain for social 

Domain(s):  greatminds.asia    

Executive Summary This domain is intended to be used for the development and promotion of 
usage and adoption of the .ASIA TLD by the Internet community in Asia and 
around the world.  In particular, the .ASIA Registry intends to proactively seek 
partnerships to develop the GreatMinds.Asia domain for projects to honour 
innovators and contributors to or from Asia. 

Domain(s):  GuanYin.asia    

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  help.asia     

Executive Summary This domain is intended to be used for the development and promotion of 
usage and adoption of the .ASIA TLD by the Internet community in Asia and 
around the world.  In particular, the .ASIA Registry intends to proactively seek 
partnerships to develop the Help.Asia domain into a portal for providing help to 
the Asia community or other social initiatives. 

Domain(s):  Helpinghand.asia    



Executive Summary Helping Hand was established in 1978 with the objective to meet the emerging 
housing, caring and other needs of our senior citizens as quickly, effectively 
and imaginatively as possible.  We are now operating 5 Care Homes, 3 
Housing for the Elderly units, a unique Holiday Centre for the Elderly and a 
shop for the elderly in H.K.  Since early 2001, our Hong Kong Jockey Club 
Helping Hand Zhaoqing Home for the Elderly at Zhaoqing, China, has started 
to serve the needy elderly with residential, rehabilitative, nursing and dementia 
care services. 

Domain(s):  heritage.asia     

Executive Summary This domain is intended to be used for the development and promotion of 
usage and adoption of the .ASIA TLD by the Internet community in Asia and 
around the world.  In particular, the .ASIA Registry intends to proactively seek 
partnerships to develop the Heritage.Asia domain for preservation of heritage 
in Asia. 

Domain(s):  Hinduism,asia    

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  hkspc.asia     

Executive Summary Poverty and malnutrition in Hong Kong during the first quarter of last century 
led to a difficult and often tentative life situation for many of Hong Kong's 
children.  The Hong Kong Society for the Protection of Children commenced its 
work in 1926 to deal with extreme poverty.  Mr. T.M. Hazlerigg, a solicitor and 
senior Government official was one of the founders of the Society.  Mothers 
brought their babies to be fed, bathed and weighed, and to receive free milk 
powder and orange juice, and general advice on health care.  Children 
Services - Care and education: Creches, Nursery Schools, Children's 
Residential Service, Children and family services, After School Care service 
etc. 

Domain(s):  Holyland.asia    



Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  hongchi.asia    

Executive Summary History and Background 
Hong Chi Association (formerly the Hong Kong Association for the Mentally 
Handicapped) was founded as a class for just four children with mental 
handicap in 1965.  Hong Chi’s first school was the Morninghill School, which 
was also the first special school in Hong Kong.  Today Hong Chi has grown to 
become the largest non-profit organization dedicated solely to serving people 
with mental handicap in Hong Kong.  Hong Chi operates a comprehensive 
spectrum of services: 71 service units for 7000 persons of all ages and all 
grades of mental handicap as well as their families 
  
Mission 
Hong Chi is dedicated to quality service in educating, training and empowering 
people with mental handicap and their families and to improve services on a 
continuous basis.  Hong Chi strives for economy, efficiency and effectiveness 
in our work, recognising that our donors and Hong Kong tax payers have an 
important and legitimate interest in expecting value for money.   
 

Domain(s):  icon.asia     

Executive Summary APNIC, established in 1993, is one of five Regional Internet Registries 
(RIRs) currently operating in the world. It is responsible for the allocation and 
registration of IP addresses within the Asia Pacific region, including IPv4 and 
IPv6 addresses, and associated numerical Internet resources.  APNIC 
provides services which are critical to the operation of the Internet globally, as 
well as supporting the development of the Internet in the Asia Pacific region. 
APNIC is a not-for-profit, membership-based organization whose members 
include Internet Service Providers, National Internet Registries, and similar 
organizations. APNIC represents the Asia Pacific region (as defined by a 
consensus of the global RIR community), comprising 62 economies; and has a 



total of over 1500 members in 50 of those economies. 
The APNIC mission statement is “Addressing the challenge of responsible 
Internet resource distribution in the Asia Pacific region”. In addition to address 
allocation and registration services, APNIC offers training to technical 
personnel in the Asia and Pacific region who manage Internet infrastructures 
and associated IP address and domain name resources. 
As a regional industry self-regulatory body, APNIC coordinates the 
development of policies relating to the management of Internet address 
resources within the region. Using defined open policy processes, members 
and the Internet community discuss policy matters during APNIC’s regular 
Open Policy meetings, as well as using online discussion media.  
Policies approved by consensus at the Open Policy meetings are then 
implemented by the APNIC secretariat and form the basis of APNIC’s 
operations. 
 

Domain(s):  InterFaith.asia    

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  internetgovernance.asia     

Executive Summary This domain is intended to be used for the development and promotion of 
usage and adoption of the .ASIA TLD by the Internet community in Asia and 
around the world.  In particular, the .ASIA Registry intends to proactively seek 
partnerships to develop the InternetGovernance.Asia domain into a community 
initiative on the subject of Internet governance. 

Domain(s):  Islam.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 



presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  Islamic.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  itrc.asia     

Executive Summary ITRC.Asia 
The Hong Kong Council of Social Service has long been an advocate of proper 
use of Information & Communication Technology (ICT) in the welfare sector as 
well as the community.  In 2001, the Council established the Information 
Technology Resource Centre (ITRC), which further strengthened the efforts in 
promoting ICT deployment in local NGOs and in promoting the rights and 
needs of the underprivileged groups in using ICT.  
The missions of the ITRC are: 
1. To enhance the ICT Capability of NGOs  
2. To explore, experiment and promote ways of deploying ICT in the sector  



3. To Promote Digital Inclusion & equitable ICT policies in information society 
(Current website: http://itrc.hkcss.org.hk) 
The Technology Donation (TechDonation) and the Digital Solidarity Fund 
(DSF) are 2 programmes managed by the ITRC. 
 

Domain(s):  Jainism.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  Jesus.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 



Domain(s):  JesusChrist.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  Judaism.asia    

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  kagyu.asia,     

Executive Summary Karma Triyana Dharmachakra Monastery is the Seat of His Holiness the 17th 
Gyalwa Karmapa, Supreme Head of the Karma Kagya Line4age of Tibetan 
Buddhism.  We have the kagyu.org, karmakagyu.org, rumtek.org, tsurphu.org 
and karmapa.net domain names.  Because of the restrictions in Tibet, we are 



holding as many domain names for teh Karmapa and Kagyu linege here as 
possible for His Holiness. 

Domain(s):  karmakagyu.asia     

Executive Summary Karma Triyana Dharmachakra Monastery is the Seat of His Holiness the 17th 
Gyalwa Karmapa, Supreme Head of the Karma Kagya Line4age of Tibetan 
Buddhism.  We have the kagyu.org, karmakagyu.org, rumtek.org, tsurphu.org 
and karmapa.net domain names.  Because of the restrictions in Tibet, we are 
holding as many domain names for teh Karmapa and Kagyu linege here as 
possible for His Holiness. 

Domain(s):  karmapa.asia,     

Executive Summary Karma Triyana Dharmachakra Monastery is the Seat of His Holiness the 17th 
Gyalwa Karmapa, Supreme Head of the Karma Kagya Line4age of Tibetan 
Buddhism.  We have the kagyu.org, karmakagyu.org, rumtek.org, tsurphu.org 
and karmapa.net domain names.  Because of the restrictions in Tibet, we are 
holding as many domain names for teh Karmapa and Kagyu linege here as 
possible for His Holiness. 

Domain(s):  Kharijites.asia    

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  Lifeanddeath.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 



of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  Lord.asia    

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  Lotus.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 



backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  Mahayana.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  Maitreya.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 



Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  Master.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  matchman.asia    

Executive Summary Founded in 1973, Breakthrough is a non-profit-making youth organization 
offering cultural, educational and servicing activities to young people. Based on 
Christian faith, Breakthrough provides wholistic and integrated services, 
helping young people cultivate their potentials and developing leaders for the 
21st century. 
Our works include publication, audio-visual service, counseling services, and 
youth development service.  We also have established a virtual community on 
internet, which is the first of its kind in Hong Kong. It offers a variety of internet 
activities, seminars and training to encourage young people to cultivate 
interpersonal relationship by using sophisticated technology. 
 

Domain(s):  mentor.asia    

Executive Summary This domain is intended to be used for the development and promotion of 
usage and adoption of the .ASIA TLD by the Internet community in Asia and 
around the world.  In particular, the .ASIA Registry intends to proactively seek 
partnerships to develop the Mentor.Asia domain for mentorship in Asia. 

Domain(s):  missions.asia     



Executive Summary To advance the Christian message through the exultation of Jesus Christ in all 
the Association's material in all forms of communication and to promote a 
moral, social and physical well-being of the community by the provision of 
social services including the caring of the young and the aged, relief of the 
poor and counseling of the needy. 

Domain(s):  missionsfest.asia     

Executive Summary To advance the Christian message through the exultation of Jesus Christ in all 
the Association's material in all forms of communication and to promote a 
moral, social and physical well-being of the community by the provision of 
social services including the caring of the young and the aged, relief of the 
poor and counseling of the needy. 

Domain(s):  Monastery.asia    

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  Monk.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 



the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  MuseumofWorldReligions.asia    

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  Muslim.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 



United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  MWR.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  myapnic.asia    

Executive Summary APNIC, established in 1993, is one of five Regional Internet Registries 
(RIRs) currently operating in the world. It is responsible for the allocation and 
registration of IP addresses within the Asia Pacific region, including IPv4 and 
IPv6 addresses, and associated numerical Internet resources.  APNIC 
provides services which are critical to the operation of the Internet globally, as 
well as supporting the development of the Internet in the Asia Pacific region. 
APNIC is a not-for-profit, membership-based organization whose members 
include Internet Service Providers, National Internet Registries, and similar 
organizations. APNIC represents the Asia Pacific region (as defined by a 
consensus of the global RIR community), comprising 62 economies; and has a 
total of over 1500 members in 50 of those economies. 
The APNIC mission statement is “Addressing the challenge of responsible 
Internet resource distribution in the Asia Pacific region”. In addition to address 
allocation and registration services, APNIC offers training to technical 
personnel in the Asia and Pacific region who manage Internet infrastructures 
and associated IP address and domain name resources. 
As a regional industry self-regulatory body, APNIC coordinates the 
development of policies relating to the management of Internet address 
resources within the region. Using defined open policy processes, members 
and the Internet community discuss policy matters during APNIC’s regular 
Open Policy meetings, as well as using online discussion media.  
Policies approved by consensus at the Open Policy meetings are then 
implemented by the APNIC secretariat and form the basis of APNIC’s 



operations. 
 

Domain(s):  One.asia     

Executive Summary Planet Changers is a not-for-profit organization headquarted in Singapore, 
supporting various campaigns against poverty, AIDS, climate change and 
alternative technology. Through One.Asia, we intend to represent one global 
voice for Asians against these causes. We have chosen to address these 
causes are on a regional level (Asia), as the congregation of Asian contributors 
would lend better weight and coordination in supporting these causes, in 
contrast to each country's individual efforts. Being One.Asia, we speak as one 
Asian community with common values, united in combatting the ills plaguing 
our world. 
A brief explanation of the causes we support: 
Terminating Poverty: There are impoverished people in Asia and around the 
world, who lack basic funding to improve their lives. One.Asia solicits funds on 
behalf of these impoverished individuals, and funds them via their local 
microfinance organisations on an interest-free basis. The progress of each 
beneficiary is tracked frequently, and the solicited funds are gradually returned 
to the donors.  
Terminating and Fighting Against AIDS: AIDS has afflicted numerous people 
around the world, most notably in Africa. In Asia and the Pacific, approximately 
7 million people are living with HIV/AIDS. Three countries, Cambodia, 
Myanmar and Thailand, have HIV prevalence rates above 1% among 15 to 49 
year olds. We seek funding from organisations and individuals to do our part in 
counteracting this disease, and to bring about greater AIDS awareness in low-
income, afflicted regions.  
Saving Your Earth: Saving Your Earth is a Digg-style website that enables 
users to select the best ways they can proactively save the environment in 
their respective industries. Users get to vote on these results accordingly to 
their feasibility and the popularity of the idea. This enables government 
organizations to work some of the best user-generated ideas and develop 
these ideas further or even fund individuals to expand on these ideas. Our 
primary goal for ONE.asia is that both government bodies and individuals 
would be able to use this platform to effectively contribute not only to various 
causes but also to climate change. 
The Green Mansion: A Social Network for environmentalists and NGOs to 
contribute articles, discuss information pertaining to the environment and 
coping with climate change. We believe in the "wisdom of crowd's principle" 
and we believe with a collective number of people researching and contributing 
articles to climate change; this will make people more educated about the 
perils of climate change and ensure users feel a sense of ownership in 
protecting the environment. This will ensure such information is organized and 
accessible to any individual. Users will also be aware of what are the proactive 
steps that can take to combat climate change. We believe the more people use 
our system, the better it will get. The system constantly studies users' 
feedbacks and improves search results when users indicate they have found a 
certain article revelant or irrelevant to their query. 
(Saving Your Earth and The Green Mansion come under the Going Green 
Network, a movement to encourage people to use green products. With the 
prominent nature of the going green network endorsing green technology and 
green gadgets and also being highlighted at TED (Technology Entertainment 
Design), we believe that One.asia will be an umbrella brand that will be the 



home to many social initiatives and we hope to get as many global leaders as 
possible to endorse our global initiative. 
Alternative Technology is for people to adopt green technology, talk about 
carbon emission in countries like India or China. We are working on a 
calculator that will take the details of one's lifestyle and work out the impact 
one makes on the environment because of the way one lives or the actions 
he/she takes. This calculator will quantify the amount of carbon emission 
emitted and advice users what alternative forms of energy/technology could be 
taken to reduce the amount of carbon emissions. Users would be also able to 
run "what-if" scenarios based on the tips chosen as inputs. These simulations 
will illustrate the reduction in your carbon emissions, if you decide to employ 
them and set them as a goal. It will allow you to compare your achievements 
with other individuals' or groups', and will enable you to form or join groups that 
have set similar goals to adopt alternative forms of technology.  It will also 
enable you to track your successes. 
MicroFunding.org: The website will house a donation platform to accept and 
pool donations from lenders to fight causes, and to distribute these donations 
to specific causes and entrepreneurs served by microfinance institutions (for 
elimination of poverty). Contributors will be able to choose which cause(s) they 
wish to donate to, in any amount. The results of each donation, the credibility 
and delinquency of each beneficiary will be displayed transparently on the 
One.Asia website so that lenders can lend in confidence. Emails on the 
progress of each supported cause will be sent to contributors, and individuals 
who opt-in to our mailing lists. 
Our activists and contributing persons and organisations are from around the 
world. The people behind One.Asia are avid campaigners lending their time, 
mental and physical efforts to the causes in which they believe. 
 

Domain(s):  opportunity.asia     

Executive Summary This domain is intended to be used for the development and promotion of 
usage and adoption of the .ASIA TLD by the Internet community in Asia and 
around the world.  In particular, the .ASIA Registry intends to proactively seek 
partnerships to develop the Opportunity.Asia domain into a community portal. 

Domain(s):  PANL10n.asia     

Executive Summary The Phase I of PAN Localization project (from 2004-2007) focussed on 
developing local language standards and technology across seven Asian 
countries.  The countries (and languages) included in the Project were 
Afghanistan (Pashto), Bangladesh (Bangla), Bhutan (Dzongkha), Cambodia 
(Khmer), Laos (Lao), Nepal (Nepali) and Sri Lanka (Sinhala, Tamil).   
At the end of Phase I of the project, the countries successfully completed the 
planned spectrum of research and developed local language technology and 
applications. Outputs include the development and release of Linux 
distributions for Dzongkha and Nepali, working systems for Optical Character 
Recognition for Sinhala, Bangla and Lao, Lexica and Spell Checking Utility for 
Bangla, Dzongkha, Khmer, Lao and Nepali, Text To Speech System for 
Sinhala, Keyboard and Collation Standards, Fonts and more. A complete list of 
software and associated research outputs are posted under the Outputs link of 
the project website.   
The project has also carried out an extensive training program to raise capacity 
to develop language technology, conducting national and regional short-term 
and long term programs across all partner countries.  Training has been 
imparted in linguistics, standards development, open source software 



localization, speech processing, script processing and computational 
linguistics.  Details of training conducted, training programs and training 
material is also published at the project website (under the Activities link).  The 
first phase has also built an Asian network of researchers to share knowledge 
in language computing. The project has been (and is continually) publishing 
research reports, documenting effective processes, results and 
recommendations.   
Phase II of PAN Localization project will research into challenges associated 
with digital literacy of end-users using the localized technology for 
communication and to produce local language content.  The project will also 
continue to further mature the language technology in the target languages.  
The project aims to continue till 2010, and beyond. 
The project is supported by IDRC (www.IDRC.ca) and managed by CRULP 
(www.CRULP.org), NUCES (www.nu.edu.pk). 
 

Domain(s):  Pilgrimage.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  Prayer.asia    

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 



messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  Quran.asia    

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  recycle.asia     

Executive Summary This domain is intended to be used for the development and promotion of 
usage and adoption of the .ASIA TLD by the Internet community in Asia and 
around the world.  In particular, the .ASIA Registry intends to proactively seek 
partnerships to develop the Recycle.Asia domain for promoting environmental 
friendliness and sustainability in Asia. 

Domain(s):  regensoc.asia     

Executive Summary The Regeneration Society has been recognized as charitable organization by 
government since 1991. We provide rehabilitation services to cancer & chronic 
patients. Our patients groups facilitate them to attain self-help and health 
recovery. We provide health management programs to facilitate people to uplift 
body-mind-soul health in a holistic way. A major part of our aim is to help 
people who are chronically ill to become self-reliant. 

Domain(s):  rehabguide.asia     



Executive Summary The Association originated in 1963 as "The Hong Kong Association for the 
Spastic Children". In 1967, with the inclusion of services for adults, it was 
renamed as "The Spastics Association of Hong Kong". The Association was 
formally incorporated under the Company Ordinance in 1976. On 11 February 
2008, the Association changes its named as SAHK with the approval from the 
Companies Registry of the HKSAR Government. 
Mission: To assist spastics and persons with other neurological, physical and 
mental impairments in Hong Kong, to develop and maintain services for their 
education and welfare in a holistic manner. 
SAHK possesses a website called rehabguide.org.hk which provides 
rehabilitation information for public 
 

Domain(s):  relief.asia     

Executive Summary This domain is intended to be used for the development and promotion of 
usage and adoption of the .ASIA TLD by the Internet community in Asia and 
around the world.  In particular, the .ASIA Registry intends to proactively seek 
partnerships to develop the Relief.Asia domain for relief efforts in Asia. 

Domain(s):  ReligionsDialogue.asia    

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  research.asia     

Executive Summary This domain is intended to be used for the development and promotion of 
usage and adoption of the .ASIA TLD by the Internet community in Asia and 
around the world.  In particular, the .ASIA Registry intends to proactively seek 
partnerships to develop the Research.Asia domain for research and 
development projects in Asia. 

Domain(s):  rumtek.asia     



Executive Summary Karma Triyana Dharmachakra Monastery is the Seat of His Holiness the 17th 
Gyalwa Karmapa, Supreme Head of the Karma Kagya Line4age of Tibetan 
Buddhism.  We have the kagyu.org, karmakagyu.org, rumtek.org, tsurphu.org 
and karmapa.net domain names.  Because of the restrictions in Tibet, we are 
holding as many domain names for teh Karmapa and Kagyu linege here as 
possible for His Holiness. 

Domain(s):  Sage.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  sahk1963.asia    

Executive Summary The Association originated in 1963 as "The Hong Kong Association for the 
Spastic Children". In 1967, with the inclusion of services for adults, it was 
renamed as "The Spastics Association of Hong Kong". The Association was 
formally incorporated under the Company Ordinance in 1976. On 11 February 
2008, the Association changes its named as SAHK with the approval from the 
Companies Registry of the HKSAR Government. 
Mission: To assist spastics and persons with other neurological, physical and 
mental impairments in Hong Kong, to develop and maintain services for their 
education and welfare in a holistic manner. 
SAHK possesses a website called rehabguide.org.hk which provides 
rehabilitation information for public 
 

Domain(s):  Saint.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  



The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  Sanctuary.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  sanctuary.asia    

Executive Summary This domain is intended to be used for the development and promotion of 
usage and adoption of the .ASIA TLD by the Internet community in Asia and 
around the world.  In particular, the .ASIA Registry intends to proactively seek 
partnerships to develop the Sanctuary.Asia domain for conservation and 
similar efforts in Asia. 

Domain(s):  Sangha.asia    

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 



the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  sawa.asia     

Executive Summary Epic Records Japan - Feature Club Sound Artist Sawa.  Sawa is making her 
2008 debut in Japan with hopes of expanding her fan base in Asia. 

Domain(s):  scholarship.asia     

Executive Summary This domain is intended to be used for the development and promotion of 
usage and adoption of the .ASIA TLD by the Internet community in Asia and 
around the world.  In particular, the .ASIA Registry intends to proactively seek 
partnerships to develop the Scholarship.Asia domain for scholarship related 
information and efforts in Asia. 

Domain(s):  Shaivism.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 



 

Domain(s):  Shaktism.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  Shiism.asia    

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  Shinto.asia     



Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  Sikhism.asia    

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  singleparent.asia     

Executive Summary Executive Summary of our organization 
Hong Kong Single Parents Association, starting from “ concerning single 
parents group” in 1991, has developed into a widely recognized Non-
governmental-Organization. For 17 years, HKSPA inspired by the motto of 
“Strengthen ourselves, help ourselves and then help others”, has been 



devoted to help local single parents toward a positive and meaningful new life. 
The Objectives of the Association: 1) To organize and provide supportive 
services to local single parents; 2) To advocate the society concern for the 
needs and situation of single parents; 3) To motivate the concerned 
governmental departments to improve the related policy, which is supposed to 
increase the single parents’ confidence and ability to “ Strengthen 
ourselves, help ourselves, then help others”. 
 

Domain(s):  Smartha.asia    

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  socialenterprise.asia     

Executive Summary This domain is intended to be used for the development and promotion of 
usage and adoption of the .ASIA TLD by the Internet community in Asia and 
around the world.  In particular, the .ASIA Registry intends to proactively seek 
partnerships to develop the SocialEnterprise.Asia domain for promoting the 
concept of social enterprises in Asia. 

Domain(s):  society.asia     

Executive Summary This domain is intended to be used for the development and promotion of 
usage and adoption of the .ASIA TLD by the Internet community in Asia and 
around the world.  In particular, the .ASIA Registry intends to proactively seek 
partnerships to develop the Society.Asia domain for societies in Asia. 

Domain(s):  spastic.asia     

Executive Summary The Association originated in 1963 as "The Hong Kong Association for the 
Spastic Children". In 1967, with the inclusion of services for adults, it was 
renamed as "The Spastics Association of Hong Kong". The Association was 
formally incorporated under the Company Ordinance in 1976. On 11 February 
2008, the Association changes its named as SAHK with the approval from the 



Companies Registry of the HKSAR Government. 
Mission: To assist spastics and persons with other neurological, physical and 
mental impairments in Hong Kong, to develop and maintain services for their 
education and welfare in a holistic manner. 
SAHK possesses a website called rehabguide.org.hk which provides 
rehabilitation information for public 
 

Domain(s):  Spirituality.asia    

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  Sufism.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 



United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  Sunnism.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  Tanakh.asia    

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  Tao.asia     



Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  Taoism.asia    

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  techdonation.asia     

Executive Summary Techdonation.Asia 
The TechDonation was firstly launched in Nov 2007. The programme assists 
NGOs in Hong Kong by making donated software (& also hardware in the 
future) available for a very low administrative fee, thereby helping NGOs to 
make the most of their ICT purchases and infrastructure. Receiving technology 



product donations frees up stretched NGO budgets for both technology 
priorities and other programme areas. Beneficiaries of the programme includes 
not only social service organization, but also environmental organizations, arts 
and cultural groups, etc. 
(Current website: http://www.techdonation.org.hk) 
 

Domain(s):  Temple.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  theLord.asia    

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 



 

Domain(s):  Theravada.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  Tsurphu.Asia,    

Executive Summary Karma Triyana Dharmachakra Monastery is the Seat of His Holiness the 17th 
Gyalwa Karmapa, Supreme Head of the Karma Kagya Line4age of Tibetan 
Buddhism.  We have the kagyu.org, karmakagyu.org, rumtek.org, tsurphu.org 
and karmapa.net domain names.  Because of the restrictions in Tibet, we are 
holding as many domain names for teh Karmapa and Kagyu linege here as 
possible for His Holiness. 

Domain(s):  ttmhk.asia     

Executive Summary In 1964, a written constitution was passed to guide the work of the Division.  In 
1975, the Tsung Tsin Mission become a member of the Hong Kong Council of 
Social Service.  In line with the needs and changes in society the work of the 
Division was no longer supportive and remedial but preventive and service 
oriented.  Therefore, the Division was renamed the Hong Kong Tsung Tsin 
Mission Social Service Division in 1981 and the Constitution amended in 
March 1982.  To cope with the development of the services, the Constitution 
was amended February 1993, and it became "Hong Kong Tsung Tsin Mission 
Social Service Division".  The Agency altered its name again from 'Tsung Tsin 
Mission of Hong Kong Social Service Division" to " The Tsung Tsin Mission of 
Hong Kong Social Service Company Ltd." with effect from April 2006. 

Domain(s):  ttmhksscoltd.asia    



Executive Summary In 1964, a written constitution was passed to guide the work of the Division.  In 
1975, the Tsung Tsin Mission become a member of the Hong Kong Council of 
Social Service.  In line with the needs and changes in society the work of the 
Division was no longer supportive and remedial but preventive and service 
oriented.  Therefore, the Division was renamed the Hong Kong Tsung Tsin 
Mission Social Service Division in 1981 and the Constitution amended in 
March 1982.  To cope with the development of the services, the Constitution 
was amended February 1993, and it became "Hong Kong Tsung Tsin Mission 
Social Service Division".  The Agency altered its name again from 'Tsung Tsin 
Mission of Hong Kong Social Service Division" to " The Tsung Tsin Mission of 
Hong Kong Social Service Company Ltd." with effect from April 2006. 

Domain(s):  ttmhkssd.asia     

Executive Summary In 1964, a written constitution was passed to guide the work of the Division.  In 
1975, the Tsung Tsin Mission become a member of the Hong Kong Council of 
Social Service.  In line with the needs and changes in society the work of the 
Division was no longer supportive and remedial but preventive and service 
oriented.  Therefore, the Division was renamed the Hong Kong Tsung Tsin 
Mission Social Service Division in 1981 and the Constitution amended in 
March 1982.  To cope with the development of the services, the Constitution 
was amended February 1993, and it became "Hong Kong Tsung Tsin Mission 
Social Service Division".  The Agency altered its name again from 'Tsung Tsin 
Mission of Hong Kong Social Service Division" to " The Tsung Tsin Mission of 
Hong Kong Social Service Company Ltd." with effect from April 2006. 

Domain(s):  ttmhkssltd.asia     

Executive Summary In 1964, a written constitution was passed to guide the work of the Division.  In 
1975, the Tsung Tsin Mission become a member of the Hong Kong Council of 
Social Service.  In line with the needs and changes in society the work of the 
Division was no longer supportive and remedial but preventive and service 
oriented.  Therefore, the Division was renamed the Hong Kong Tsung Tsin 
Mission Social Service Division in 1981 and the Constitution amended in 
March 1982.  To cope with the development of the services, the Constitution 
was amended February 1993, and it became "Hong Kong Tsung Tsin Mission 
Social Service Division".  The Agency altered its name again from 'Tsung Tsin 
Mission of Hong Kong Social Service Division" to " The Tsung Tsin Mission of 
Hong Kong Social Service Company Ltd." with effect from April 2006. 

Domain(s):  ttmsscoltd.asia    

Executive Summary In 1964, a written constitution was passed to guide the work of the Division.  In 
1975, the Tsung Tsin Mission become a member of the Hong Kong Council of 
Social Service.  In line with the needs and changes in society the work of the 
Division was no longer supportive and remedial but preventive and service 
oriented.  Therefore, the Division was renamed the Hong Kong Tsung Tsin 
Mission Social Service Division in 1981 and the Constitution amended in 
March 1982.  To cope with the development of the services, the Constitution 
was amended February 1993, and it became "Hong Kong Tsung Tsin Mission 
Social Service Division".  The Agency altered its name again from 'Tsung Tsin 
Mission of Hong Kong Social Service Division" to " The Tsung Tsin Mission of 
Hong Kong Social Service Company Ltd." with effect from April 2006. 

Domain(s):  ttmssd.asia    



Executive Summary In 1964, a written constitution was passed to guide the work of the Division.  In 
1975, the Tsung Tsin Mission become a member of the Hong Kong Council of 
Social Service.  In line with the needs and changes in society the work of the 
Division was no longer supportive and remedial but preventive and service 
oriented.  Therefore, the Division was renamed the Hong Kong Tsung Tsin 
Mission Social Service Division in 1981 and the Constitution amended in 
March 1982.  To cope with the development of the services, the Constitution 
was amended February 1993, and it became "Hong Kong Tsung Tsin Mission 
Social Service Division".  The Agency altered its name again from 'Tsung Tsin 
Mission of Hong Kong Social Service Division" to " The Tsung Tsin Mission of 
Hong Kong Social Service Company Ltd." with effect from April 2006. 

Domain(s):  ttmssltd.asia     

Executive Summary In 1964, a written constitution was passed to guide the work of the Division.  In 
1975, the Tsung Tsin Mission become a member of the Hong Kong Council of 
Social Service.  In line with the needs and changes in society the work of the 
Division was no longer supportive and remedial but preventive and service 
oriented.  Therefore, the Division was renamed the Hong Kong Tsung Tsin 
Mission Social Service Division in 1981 and the Constitution amended in 
March 1982.  To cope with the development of the services, the Constitution 
was amended February 1993, and it became "Hong Kong Tsung Tsin Mission 
Social Service Division".  The Agency altered its name again from 'Tsung Tsin 
Mission of Hong Kong Social Service Division" to " The Tsung Tsin Mission of 
Hong Kong Social Service Company Ltd." with effect from April 2006. 

Domain(s):  uzone21.asia     

Executive Summary Founded in 1973, Breakthrough is a non-profit-making youth organization 
offering cultural, educational and servicing activities to young people. Based on 
Christian faith, Breakthrough provides wholistic and integrated services, 
helping young people cultivate their potentials and developing leaders for the 
21st century. 
Our works include publication, audio-visual service, counseling services, and 
youth development service.  We also have established a virtual community on 
internet, which is the first of its kind in Hong Kong. It offers a variety of internet 
activities, seminars and training to encourage young people to cultivate 
interpersonal relationship by using sophisticated technology. 
 

Domain(s):  Vaishnavism.asia    

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 



on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  Vajrayana.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

Domain(s):  vision.asia     

Executive Summary This domain is intended to be used for the development and promotion of 
usage and adoption of the .ASIA TLD by the Internet community in Asia and 
around the world.  In particular, the .ASIA Registry intends to proactively seek 
partnerships to develop the Vision.Asia domain into a community initiative for 
Asia. 

Domain(s):  voice.asia     

Executive Summary This domain is intended to be used for the development and promotion of 
usage and adoption of the .ASIA TLD by the Internet community in Asia and 
around the world.  In particular, the .ASIA Registry intends to proactively seek 
partnerships to develop the Voice.Asia domain into a community portal to 
encourage the voicing out of concerns and issues around Asia. 

Domain(s):  whc.asia     

Executive Summary Hong Kong Workers' Health Centre is a NGO established since 1984.  We has 
been serving the community for promoting the occupational safety & health for 
the past 23 years.  We also provide community & occupational rehabilitaitons 
ervice for workers with work injury in Hong Kong & Mainland China. 



Domain(s):  wish.asia     

Executive Summary This domain is intended to be used for the development and promotion of 
usage and adoption of the .ASIA TLD by the Internet community in Asia and 
around the world.  In particular, the .ASIA Registry intends to proactively seek 
partnerships to develop the Wish.Asia domain for wish granting initiatives or 
other social efforts in Asia. 

Domain(s):  WSCFAP.ASIA     

Executive Summary The World Student Christian Federation (WSCF or Federation) is a worldwide 
ecumenical fellowship of Christian movements and student associations as 
well as other members of the academic community.  It is a volunteer 
organization created in 1885 by a group of young students, it is historically the 
first international student organization.  It seeks to provide a worldwide 
ecumenical forum for students across boundaries of culture, race and religion. 
WSCF Asia Pacific Region is one among six other regional bodies of WSCF. 
Its aims to train and nurture members to become “academically advanced as 
students, theologically equipped as Christians, and ecumenically oriented as 
church-related persons.”  The local unit of the WSCF is the Student Christian 
Movement or SCM. Its primary constituency includes students in the university 
and tertiary institutions, senior friends, members of the academic community, 
staff and other persons involved in churches and ecumenical work.  Every 
branch of the SCM relates to the national movement in each country. There 
are 18 member national movements from the following countries:Indonesia, 
Timor Leste, Singapore, Thailand, Cambodia, Myanmar, Philippines, New 
Zealand, Australia, Fiji, Korea, Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, India, Pakistan, 
Bangladesh, Sri Lanka.  
 

Domain(s):  yaoneng.asia     

Executive Summary The Association originated in 1963 as "The Hong Kong Association for the 
Spastic Children". In 1967, with the inclusion of services for adults, it was 
renamed as "The Spastics Association of Hong Kong". The Association was 
formally incorporated under the Company Ordinance in 1976. On 11 February 
2008, the Association changes its named as SAHK with the approval from the 
Companies Registry of the HKSAR Government. 
Mission: To assist spastics and persons with other neurological, physical and 
mental impairments in Hong Kong, to develop and maintain services for their 
education and welfare in a holistic manner. 
SAHK possesses a website called rehabguide.org.hk which provides 
rehabilitation information for public 
 

Domain(s):  youthfoundation.asia    

Executive Summary The Youth Foundation was established in 1999 with a mission statement of " 
All young people should possess leadership skills" based on our Faith in 
"There's a Leader in every Youth". We aim to promote holistic education 
through interactive digital media, visits, observations, trainings and exchange 
programs. The Foundation is a registered non-profit charitable trust. All 
donations are used for supporting Breakthrough in the development of youth 
work. Based on its experience working with youths over the past thirty years, 
the Foundation enables Breakthrough to pool together more resources and 
manpower to further expand the scope of development for Global youth. 



Domain(s):  Zen.asia     

Executive Summary Respect for all faiths , Tolerance for all cultures, Love for all life.  
Established in 2001, the world’s first Museum of World Religions is dedicated 
to exploring the diversity of the world’s religious traditions and their 
interconnections. Through dynamic, state-of-the art exhibitions, multimedia 
presentations and displays of works of arts, the 7883-square-meter MWR is 
the first museum to highlight respect, tolerance and love as the shared values 
of all religions.  
The Museum of World Religions reflects the vision of its founder, Dharma 
Master Hsin Tao, who conceived the museum as an educational institution that 
would encourage greater religious and cultural understanding. To accomplish 
this goal, the MWR fosters dialogue among people of many diverse faiths and 
backgrounds, and provides global outreach initiatives to extend the vital 
messages of tolerance and peace to a worldwide audience.  
The MWR also cooperates with the major interfaith institutes around the world 
on various projects, including conference, dialogue and disaster relief.  After 
the 911 tragedy, the MWR founded an International NGO, Global Family of 
Love and Peace, in New York, devoted to build a harmonious world through 
dialogue and spiritual education. Since 2002 GFLP has hosted a series of 
Buddhist & Muslim Dialogue in NY, Indonesia, Malaysia, Paris/UNESCO, Iran, 
Spain, Morocco, China, Taiwan, and soon will host its tenth Dialogue at the 
United Nations Headquarter in September 2008. 
 

 

Celebrity  Pioneers

Domain(s):  aacp.asia    

Executive Summary A celebrity in HK and well-known make-up artist for many local famous stars 
such as Zhang Ziyi, Cheung Pak Chi, Kwan Chi Lim Rosemen, Lau Ka Ling 
Carina, and Karen Mok.  My studio "accp", in Chai Wan, is a celebrity styling 
and consultanting firm.  It is also a production house which does a lot of 
commercial photo shootings. 

Domain(s):  adamsae.asia    saetangvithavat.asia

Executive Summary 泰 仔 SAE. TANG. VITHAVAT, ADAM  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): adamsae.asia, saetangvithavat.asia 
is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, 
as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  agassiwang.asia    wangyuhuan.asia

Executive Summary 王玉環 WANG YU HUAN, AGASSI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): agassiwang.asia, wangyuhuan.asia is/are 
intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well 
as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  agneslam.asia    lamyingfai.asia 



Executive Summary 林映輝 LAM YING FAI, AGNES  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): agneslam.asia, lamyingfai.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  aicarbijlangguoyusu.asia     

Executive Summary 宮雪花 AICARBI JLANG GUOYU SU  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): aicarbijlangguoyusu.asia,  is/are 
intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well 
as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  akinahong.asia    hongwah.asia

Executive Summary 康    華 HONG WAH, AKINA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): akinahong.asia, hongwah.asia is/are intended to be 
used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature 
works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  Alachic.asia     

Executive Summary Lu Kun is the first Haute Couture designer of Shanghai and one of the fashion 
pioneers in China.  His clothes have been worn by global celebrities such as 
Paris Hilton and Victoria Beckham as well as several Asian celebrities 
including Yue Sai Kan (the Oprah Winfrey of China)  Lu Kun has been often 
referred to as the Galliano of China or the young JPG.  His brand name is 
obtaining global recognition and he has held fashion shows in London, NY, 
Munich, Singapore, Moscow and other locations.  He has been called by 
several fashion publications "The Shanghai Kid". 

Domain(s):  alanau.asia    auwailun.asia

Executive Summary 區偉麟 AU WAI LUN, ALAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): alanau.asia, auwailun.asia is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  alankwan.asia    kwanwailun.asia 

Executive Summary 關偉倫 KWAN WAI LUN, ALAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): alankwan.asia, kwanwailun.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  alanlam.asia    lamwinglun.asia 

Executive Summary 林詠倫 LAM WING LUN, ALAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): alanlam.asia, lamwinglun.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  alannahong.asia    

Executive Summary 林小湛 ONG, ALANNAH  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): alannahong.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 



Domain(s):  alantam.asia    tamwinglun.asia 

Executive Summary 譚詠麟 TAM WING LUN, ALAN is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): alantam.asia, tamwinglun.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  alexng.asia    ngkawa.asia

Executive Summary 嘉 俊 NG KA WA, ALEX  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): alexng.asia, ngkawa.asia is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  alextsui.asia     

Executive Summary 徐家傑 TSUI, ALEX  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): alextsui.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in 
Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  aliceleung.asia    leungoiching.asia 

Executive Summary 方    華 LEUNG OI CHING, ALICE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): aliceleung.asia, leungoiching.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  allenlee.asia    leehonshing.asia 

Executive Summary 李漢城 LEE HON SHING, ALLEN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): allenlee.asia, leehonshing.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  amandalee.asia    leewaiman.asia

Executive Summary 李蕙敏 LEE WAI MAN, AMANDA is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): amandalee.asia, leewaiman.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  amandaqin.asia     

Executive Summary 秦海璐 QIN, AMANDA is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): amandaqin.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with 
fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  amyauyeung.asia    auyeungsuklan.asia 

Executive Summary 歐陽淑蘭 AU YEUNG SUK LAN, AMY  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): amyauyeung.asia, 
auyeungsuklan.asia is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and 
around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  amychung.asia     



Executive Summary 鍾慧儀 CHUNG, AMY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): amychung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with 
fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  andylau.asia    lautakwah.asia 

Executive Summary 劉德華 LAU TAK WAH, ANDY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): andylau.asia, lautakwah.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  andytai.asia    taichiwai.asia

Executive Summary 戴志偉 TAI CHI WAI, ANDY     is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): andytai.asia, taichiwai.asia is/are intended to be 
used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature 
works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  angelamak.asia    maklingchi.asia 

Executive Summary 麥靈芝 MAK LING CHI, ANGELA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): angelamak.asia, maklingchi.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  angelatong.asia     

Executive Summary 湯盈盈 TONG, ANGELA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): angelatong.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  angiechiu.asia    chiungarchi.asia 

Executive Summary 趙雅芝 CHIU NGAR CHI, ANGIE is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): angiechiu.asia, chiungarchi.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  anitayuen.asia    yuenwingyi.asia

Executive Summary 袁詠儀 YUEN WING YI, ANITA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): anitayuen.asia, yuenwingyi.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  ansonleung.asia    leungtatki.asia 

Executive Summary 梁俊一 LEUNG TAT KI, ANSON  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): ansonleung.asia, leungtatki.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  anthonycarpio.asia     



Executive Summary 賈仕峰 CARPIO, ANTHONY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): anthonycarpio.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  anthonywong.asia     

Executive Summary 黃秋生 WONG, ANTHONY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): anthonywong.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  arronkwok.asia    kwokfushing.asia

Executive Summary 郭富城 KWOK FU SHING, ARRON  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): arronkwok.asia, kwokfushing.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  arthurman.asia    mantakman.asia 

Executive Summary 鐘嘉興 MAN TAK MAN, ARTHUR  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): arthurman.asia, mantakman.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  asterlo.asia    lolaichu.asia 

Executive Summary 羅鈺塋 LO LAI CHU, ASTER  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): asterlo.asia, lolaichu.asia is/are intended to be 
used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature 
works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  astridchan.asia    

Executive Summary 陳芷菁 CHAN, ASTRID  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): astridchan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  athenachu.asia    chuyan.asia

Executive Summary 朱 茵 CHU YAN, ATHENA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): athenachu.asia, chuyan.asia is/are intended to be used 
to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works 
by the artist. 

Domain(s):  ausiuwai.asia     

Executive Summary 歐瑞偉 AU SIU WAI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): ausiuwai.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  auskahiguchi.asia     



Executive Summary 通口明日嘉 AUSKA HIGUCHI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): auskahiguchi.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  ausuiwah.asia     

Executive Summary 區瑞華 AU SUI WAH  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): ausuiwah.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  auyeungyinping.asia    

Executive Summary 歐陽燕萍 AU-YEUNG YIN PING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): auyeungyinping.asia,  is/are intended to be used 
to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works 
by the artist. 

Domain(s):  Baoyifeng.asia     

Executive Summary 2002 established Liquid Element and Liquid Models, 2007 start to publish Soon 
magazine Chinese edition.  Specialise in P.R. and event management related 
with Luxury brands including fashion, lifestyle, entertainment, art & design. 

Domain(s):  barbarawong.asia     

Executive Summary BARBARA WONG CHUN-CHUN is  a well-known director, writer, producer and 
actor based in Hong Kong. 

Domain(s):  belindahon.asia     

Executive Summary 韓君婷 HON, BELINDA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): belindahon.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  benlam.asia    lamkwokho.asia 

Executive Summary 林國豪 LAM KWOK HO, BEN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): benlam.asia, lamkwokho.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  bennylai.asia    laikeungkuen.asia

Executive Summary 黎 權 LAI KEUNG KUEN, BENNY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): bennylai.asia, laikeungkuen.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  bennylau.asia    lausiuchung.asia 



Executive Summary 劉兆聰 LAU SIU CHUNG, BENNY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): bennylau.asia, lausiuchung.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  bettychan.asia     

Executive Summary 陳貝蒂 CHAN, BETTY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): bettychan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  billchiu.asia    chiuhungfok.asia

Executive Summary 白文彪 CHIU HUNG FOK, BILL  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): billchiu.asia, chiuhungfok.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  billytang.asia    tangsiuyee.asia 

Executive Summary 江 毅 TANG SIU YEE, BILLY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): billytang.asia, tangsiuyee.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  bobochan.asia    chanmanwoon.asia 

Executive Summary 陳文媛 CHAN MAN WOON, BO BO is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): bobochan.asia, chanmanwoon.asia is/are 
intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well 
as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  brucelaw.asia    lawlaiyin.asia 

Executive Summary 羅禮賢 LAW LAI YIN, BRUCE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): brucelaw.asia, lawlaiyin.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  byronpang.asia    pangkwunki.asia

Executive Summary 彭冠期 PANG KWUN KI, BYRON  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): byronpang.asia, pangkwunki.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  calvinchoy.asia    choyyatchi.asia 

Executive Summary 蔡一智 CHOY YAT CHI, CALVIN is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): calvinchoy.asia, choyyatchi.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  candiceyu.asia     



Executive Summary 余安安 YU, CANDICE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): candiceyu.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with 
fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  candychea.asia    cheashukmui.asia 

Executive Summary 車淑梅 CHEA SHUK MUI, CANDY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): candychea.asia, cheashukmui.asia is/are 
intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well 
as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  candyhau.asia    hauwoonling.asia

Executive Summary 侯煥玲 HAU WOON LING, CANDY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): candyhau.asia, hauwoonling.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  cantilau.asia    lausikming.asia 

Executive Summary 劉鍚明 LAU SIK MING, CANTI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): cantilau.asia, lausikming.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  carrieng.asia    ngkalai.asia 

Executive Summary 吳家麗 NG KA LAI, CARRIE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): carrieng.asia, ngkalai.asia is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  carsonlee.asia    leemanpiu.asia 

Executive Summary 李嘉遜 LEE MAN PIU, CARSON  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): carsonlee.asia, leemanpiu.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  cassphang.asia    phangyingying.asia

Executive Summary 彭    羚 PHANG YING YING, CASS is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): cassphang.asia, phangyingying.asia is/are 
intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well 
as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  ceciliacheung.asia     

Executive Summary 張柏芝 CHEUNG, CECILIA is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): ceciliacheung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  cecilialee.asia     



Executive Summary 葉 童 LEE, CECILIA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): cecilialee.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  cecilialo.asia    losukwai.asia 

Executive Summary 方伊琪 LO SUK WAI, CECILIA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): cecilialo.asia, losukwai.asia is/are intended to be 
used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature 
works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  ceciliaso.asia    sowaiyu.asia

Executive Summary 蘇恩磁 SO WAI YU, CECILIA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): ceciliaso.asia, sowaiyu.asia is/are intended to be 
used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature 
works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  chageaska.asia     

Executive Summary Their works is reported at http://www.chage-aska.net/discography/index.html.  
You can see their history from 1979 at http://www.chage-
aska.net/history/index.html.  You can see their profile at http://www.chage-
aska.net/profile/index.html. 

Domain(s):  chage-aska.asia     

Executive Summary Their works is reported at http://www.chage-aska.net/discography/index.html.  
You can see their history from 1979 at http://www.chage-
aska.net/history/index.html.  You can see their profile at http://www.chage-
aska.net/profile/index.html. 

Domain(s):  chanbigying.asia    

Executive Summary 文劍非 CHAN BIG YING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chanbigying.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  chancheehung.asia     

Executive Summary 陳志雄 CHAN CHEE HUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chancheehung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  chanchunwah.asia     

Executive Summary 陳振華 CHAN CHUN WAH  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chanchunwah.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  chanfungbing.asia     



Executive Summary 陳鳳冰 CHAN FUNG BING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chanfungbing.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  changchungtin.asia     

Executive Summary 張 沖 CHANG CHUNG TIN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): changchungtin.asia,  is/are intended to be used 
to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works 
by the artist. 

Domain(s):  changkufoo.asia    

Executive Summary 張 錚 CHANG KU FOO  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): changkufoo.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  chankamhung.asia     

Executive Summary 陳錦鴻 CHAN KAM HUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chankamhung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  chankapik.asia     

Executive Summary 陳家碧 CHAN KA PIK  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): chankapik.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with 
fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  chankawai.asia     

Executive Summary 陳嘉偉 CHAN KA WAI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chankawai.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  chankimying.asia    

Executive Summary 陳劍影 CHAN KIM YING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chankimying.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  chankinsang.asia    

Executive Summary 陳健一 CHAN KIN SANG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chankinsang.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  chankwokpong.asia     



Executive Summary 陳國邦 CHAN KWOK PONG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chankwokpong.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  chanlaiwun.asia     

Executive Summary 陳麗雲 CHAN LAI WUN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chanlaiwun.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  chanlee.asia    

Executive Summary 陳楚君 CHAN LEE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): chanlee.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  chanmanching.asia    

Executive Summary 陳文清 CHAN MAN CHING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chanmanching.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  chanmuimui.asia     

Executive Summary 陳妹妹 CHAN MUI MUI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chanmuimui.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  chanonying.asia     

Executive Summary 陳安瑩 CHAN ON YING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chanonying.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  chanpuisan.asia     

Executive Summary 陳佩珊 CHAN PUI SAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chanpuisan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  chansenirabe.asia    

Executive Summary 陳玉薇 CHAN SENIRABE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chansenirabe.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  chansingtong.asia     



Executive Summary 陳醒棠 CHAN SING TONG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chansingtong.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  chansiupong.asia     

Executive Summary 陳少邦 CHAN SIU PONG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chansiupong.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  chanszeman.asia    

Executive Summary 谷 峰 CHAN SZE MAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chanszeman.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  chantung.asia     

Executive Summary 陳 棟 CHAN TUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): chantung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  chanwaiman.asia     

Executive Summary 陳偉民 CHAN WAI MAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chanwaiman.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  chanwaiyin.asia     

Executive Summary 白    茵 CHAN WAI YIN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chanwaiyin.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  chanwinghan.asia    

Executive Summary 苗可秀 CHAN WING HAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chanwinghan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  chanwingkei.asia     

Executive Summary 陳榮峻 CHAN WING KEI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chanwingkei.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  chanwingshun.asia     



Executive Summary 陳永信 CHAN WING SHUN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chanwingshun.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  chanyan.asia     

Executive Summary 陳    欣 CHAN YAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): chanyan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  chanyanyan.asia    

Executive Summary 陳欣欣 CHAN YAN YAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chanyanyan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  chanyeeming.asia    

Executive Summary 陳綺明 CHAN YEE MING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chanyeeming.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  chaplinchang.asia     

Executive Summary 張 鵬 CHANG, CHAPLIN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chaplinchang.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  charlenechoi.asia     

Executive Summary 蔡卓妍 CHOI, CHARLENE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): charlenechoi.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  charlesmok.asia    

Executive Summary Mr Charles Mok is the Founding Chairman of Internet Society, Hong Kong 
(ISOC HK), and the ex-officio member and immediate past president of the 
Hong Kong Information Technology Federation (HKITF). He is also the 
Founding Vice Chairman of The Professional Commons.   He was also a past 
chairman and a co-founder of the Hong Kong Internet Service Providers 
Association (HKISPA).   
Mr Mok is Executive Director of Darizi Limited, the leading wedding community 
and social networking platform for China.  Previously, Mr Mok was the Deputy 
Managing Director and a co-founder of HKNet Company Limited, one of Hong 
Kong’s earliest Internet service providers, that was acquired by NTT 
Communications of Japan in 1999.   
Mr Mok is a member of many key Hong Kong government statutory bodies or 
advisory committees. He graduated from Purdue University in the United 
States with Bachelor and Master Degrees in Electrical Engineering, and 
worked in the United States with SunSoft Inc. and Digital Equipment 



Corporation.   
The .Asia names are intended to be used as a platform to connect with the 
public in HK and Asia, as well as to show all works done. 
 

Domain(s):  charlespmok.asia    

Executive Summary Mr Charles Mok is the Founding Chairman of Internet Society, Hong Kong 
(ISOC HK), and the ex-officio member and immediate past president of the 
Hong Kong Information Technology Federation (HKITF). He is also the 
Founding Vice Chairman of The Professional Commons.   He was also a past 
chairman and a co-founder of the Hong Kong Internet Service Providers 
Association (HKISPA).   
Mr Mok is Executive Director of Darizi Limited, the leading wedding community 
and social networking platform for China.  Previously, Mr Mok was the Deputy 
Managing Director and a co-founder of HKNet Company Limited, one of Hong 
Kong’s earliest Internet service providers, that was acquired by NTT 
Communications of Japan in 1999.   
Mr Mok is a member of many key Hong Kong government statutory bodies or 
advisory committees. He graduated from Purdue University in the United 
States with Bachelor and Master Degrees in Electrical Engineering, and 
worked in the United States with SunSoft Inc. and Digital Equipment 
Corporation.   
The .Asia names are intended to be used as a platform to connect with the 
public in HK and Asia, as well as to show all works done. 
 

Domain(s):  charlieyoung.asia     

Executive Summary 楊采妮 YOUNG, CHARLIE is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): charlieyoung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  chauahmui.asia     

Executive Summary 鄒阿梅 CHAU AH MUI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chauahmui.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  chauwaiping.asia    

Executive Summary 趙衛平 CHAU WAI PING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chauwaiping.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  chengfansang.asia    

Executive Summary 鄭家生 CHENG FAN SANG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chengfansang.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  chengjutsi.asia     



Executive Summary 鄭則士 CHENG JUT SI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chengjutsi.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  chengkamching.asia     

Executive Summary 張錦程 CHENG KAM CHING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): chengkamching.asia,  is/are intended to be used 
to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works 
by the artist. 

Domain(s):  chenglailai.asia    

Executive Summary 鄭麗麗 CHENG LAI LAI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chenglailai.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  chengpeipei.asia    

Executive Summary 鄭佩佩 CHENG PEI PEI is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chengpeipei.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  chengshufung.asia     

Executive Summary 鄭恕峰 CHENG SHU FUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chengshufung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  chengtanshui.asia     

Executive Summary 鄭丹瑞 CHENG TAN SHUI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chengtanshui.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  chengyeekin.asia    

Executive Summary 鄭伊健 CHENG YEE KIN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chengyeekin.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  chengyukyi.asia    

Executive Summary 鄭玉儀 CHENG YUK YI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chengyukyi.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  chenhwelan.asia     



Executive Summary 夏 帆 CHEN HWE LAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chenhwelan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  cheongsimao.asia     

Executive Summary 張善明 CHEONG SIMAO  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): cheongsimao.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  cherriein.asia    

Executive Summary 應采兒 IN, CHERRIE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): cherriein.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  cherrietsoi.asia    tsoilap.asia

Executive Summary 蔡安兒 TSOI LAP, CHERRIE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): cherrietsoi.asia, tsoilap.asia is/are intended to be 
used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature 
works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  cheungchichuen.asia     

Executive Summary 張智泉 CHEUNG CHI CHUEN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): cheungchichuen.asia,  is/are intended to be used 
to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works 
by the artist. 

Domain(s):  cheungchihang.asia     

Executive Summary 張致恒 CHEUNG CHI HANG     is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): cheungchihang.asia,  is/are intended to be used 
to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works 
by the artist. 

Domain(s):  cheunghung.asia    

Executive Summary 張    虹 CHEUNG HUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): cheunghung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  cheungkanin.asia    

Executive Summary 太 保 CHEUNG KA NIN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): cheungkanin.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  cheungkinting.asia     



Executive Summary 張堅庭 CHEUNG KIN TING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): cheungkinting.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  cheungmanting.asia     

Executive Summary 張敏婷 CHEUNG MAN TING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): cheungmanting.asia,  is/are intended to be used 
to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works 
by the artist. 

Domain(s):  cheungmarypandora.asia    

Executive Summary 張瑪莉 CHEUNG MARY PANDORA  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): cheungmarypandora.asia,  is/are 
intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well 
as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  cheungpingkeung.asia     

Executive Summary 張炳強 CHEUNG PING KEUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): cheungpingkeung.asia,  is/are intended to be 
used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature 
works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  cheungsheu.asia     

Executive Summary 張 兆 CHEUNG SHEU  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): cheungsheu.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  cheungsukyin.asia     

Executive Summary 張淑賢 CHEUNG SUK YIN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): cheungsukyin.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  cheungtatming.asia    

Executive Summary 張達明 CHEUNG TAT MING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): cheungtatming.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  cheungyuiwah.asia     

Executive Summary 張 華 CHEUNG YUI WAH  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): cheungyuiwah.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  chiangcheongnien.asia     



Executive Summary 秦 沛 CHIANG CHEONG NIEN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): chiangcheongnien.asia,  is/are intended to be 
used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature 
works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  chiangwingfat.asia     

Executive Summary 火 星 CHIANG WING FAT  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chiangwingfat.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  chiaolina.asia    

Executive Summary 焦    姣 CHIAO LI NA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): chiaolina.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  chiausingchi.asia     

Executive Summary 周星馳 CHIAU SING CHI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chiausingchi.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  chikmeichun.asia     

Executive Summary 戚美珍 CHIK MEI CHUN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chikmeichun.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  chinchiyung.asia     

Executive Summary 錢似鶯 CHIN CHI YUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chinchiyung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  chingmyyau.asia    yaushukching.asia

Executive Summary 邱淑貞 YAU SHUK CHING, CHINGMY is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): chingmyyau.asia, yaushukching.asia 
is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, 
as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  chinkalok.asia    

Executive Summary 錢嘉樂 CHIN KA LOK  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): chinkalok.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  chinkawah.asia     



Executive Summary 錢小豪 CHIN KA WAH  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chinkawah.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  chiukanhung.asia     

Executive Summary 焦 雄 CHIU KAN HUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chiukanhung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  chiumei.asia    

Executive Summary 趙    薇 CHIU MEI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): chiumei.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  chiushekman.asia    

Executive Summary 招天賜 CHIU SHEK MAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chiushekman.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  chngthyeyong.asia     

Executive Summary 關曾娣容 CHNG THYE YONG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): chngthyeyong.asia,  is/are intended to be used 
to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works 
by the artist. 

Domain(s):  choichaiman.asia     

Executive Summary 蔡濟文 CHOI CHAI MAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): choichaiman.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  choihiuyee.asia    

Executive Summary 蔡曉儀 CHOI HIU YEE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): choihiuyee.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  choulungyun.asia    

Executive Summary 鄒兆龍 CHOU LUNG YUN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): choulungyun.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  chowinglim.asia     



Executive Summary 曹永廉 CHO WING LIM  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chowinglim.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  chowsiulun.asia     

Executive Summary 周兆麟 CHOW SIU LUN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chowsiulun.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  chowwingkwong.asia    

Executive Summary 周永光 CHOW WING KWONG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): chowwingkwong.asia,  is/are intended to be used 
to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works 
by the artist. 

Domain(s):  chowyattoo.asia    

Executive Summary 丁 羽 CHOW YAT TOO  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chowyattoo.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  choycheecheung.asia     

Executive Summary 江 圖 CHOY CHEE CHEUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): choycheecheung.asia,  is/are intended to be 
used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature 
works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  choytszkin.asia     

Executive Summary 蔡子健 CHOY TSZ KIN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): choytszkin.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  christinefong.asia    fongkwokshan.asia 

Executive Summary 方國珊 FONG KWOK SHAN, CHRISTINE  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): christinefong.asia, 
fongkwokshan.asia is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and 
around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  christychung.asia    chungthiminh-htu.asia

Executive Summary 鍾麗緹 CHUNG THI MINH - HTU, CHRISTY  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): christychung.asia, chungthiminh-
htu.asia is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the 
world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  chuhak.asia     



Executive Summary 朱 克 CHU HAK  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): chuhak.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in 
Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  chuikanok.asia     

Executive Summary 徐嘉諾 CHUI KA NOK  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): chuikanok.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with 
fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  chuiyiukwong.asia    

Executive Summary 徐二牛 CHUI YIU KWONG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chuiyiukwong.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  chukwaichun.asia    

Executive Summary 朱劍丹 CHU KWAI CHUN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chukwaichun.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  chungchikwong.asia     

Executive Summary 鍾志光 CHUNG CHI KWONG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): chungchikwong.asia,  is/are intended to be used 
to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works 
by the artist. 

Domain(s):  chunmankwan.asia     

Executive Summary 祝文君 CHUN MAN KWAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): chunmankwan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  chushiuki.asia    

Executive Summary 朱紹基 CHU SHIU KI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): chushiuki.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  cindaho.asia    homeimei.asia

Executive Summary 何美美 HO MEI MEI, CINDA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): cindaho.asia, homeimei.asia is/are intended to be used 
to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works 
by the artist. 

Domain(s):  cindychu.asia     



Executive Summary 朱    黛 CHU, CINDY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): cindychu.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  clifflok.asia    lokkwaifoo.asia 

Executive Summary 金 童 LOK KWAI FOO, CLIFF  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): clifflok.asia, lokkwaifoo.asia is/are intended to be 
used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature 
works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  colleenchan.asia    chanhanyie.asia

Executive Summary 陳翊翎 CHAN HAN YIE, COLLEEN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): colleenchan.asia, chanhanyie.asia is/are 
intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well 
as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  connyng.asia    ngluphen.asia 

Executive Summary 伍康毅 NG LUP HEN, CONNY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): connyng.asia, ngluphen.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  conslau.asia    lausauping.asia 

Executive Summary 劉秀萍 LAU SAU PING, CONS  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): conslau.asia, lausauping.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  crystalkwok.asia     

Executive Summary 郭錦恩 KWOK, CRYSTAL  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): crystalkwok.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  dahliatse.asia    tsesiuyin.asia

Executive Summary 謝小燕 TSE SIU YIN, DAHLIA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): dahliatse.asia, tsesiuyin.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  daisytsui.asia    tsuipofung.asia 

Executive Summary 徐寶鳳 TSUI PO FUNG, DAISY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): daisytsui.asia, tsuipofung.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  damianlau.asia    lauchungyan.asia 



Executive Summary 劉松仁 LAU CHUNG YAN, DAMIAN  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): damianlau.asia, lauchungyan.asia 
is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, 
as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  dannylee.asia    leesauyin.asia 

Executive Summary 李修賢 LEE SAU YIN, DANNY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): dannylee.asia, leesauyin.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  dannylo.asia    lokwokfai.asia

Executive Summary 羅國輝 LO KWOK FAI, DANNY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): dannylo.asia, lokwokfai.asia is/are intended to be 
used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature 
works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  davewang.asia    wangchieh.asia 

Executive Summary 王 傑 WANG CHIEH, DAVE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): davewang.asia, wangchieh.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  davidlo.asia     

Executive Summary 盧大偉 LO, DAVID  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): davidlo.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in 
Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  dedechuck.asia    chuckwaiman.asia 

Executive Summary 卓慧敏 CHUCK WAI MAN, DE DE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): dedechuck.asia, chuckwaiman.asia is/are 
intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well 
as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  dennischan.asia    

Executive Summary 陳國新 CHAN, DENNIS  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): dennischan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  derekyee.asia    yeetungsing.asia 

Executive Summary 爾冬陞 YEE TUNG SING, DEREK  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): derekyee.asia, yeetungsing.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  desi.asia     



Executive Summary Mr. Desi Valli is a well known name in the business world, especially in lieu 
with Net 4 India Limited, an IP Communications Services provider, one of 
India's biggest ISPs/ITSPs. An engineer by education and career, he now 
heads the complete operations of Net4 as Chief Operating Officer & Executive 
Director, in addition to being a member of the Board of Directors. His 
leadership and vision have been the major driving force for Net4's success and 
his initiatives have been influencial for major industry advancements and 
trends. 

Domain(s):  dianapeng.asia     

Executive Summary 彭    丹 PENG, DIANA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): dianapeng.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  dickycheung.asia    cheungwaikin.asia 

Executive Summary 張衛健 CHEUNG WAI KIN, DICKY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): dickycheung.asia, cheungwaikin.asia is/are 
intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well 
as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  diva.asia     

Executive Summary Diva Productions is a film company owned by Barbara Wong Chun-Chun. 

Domain(s):  divaproductions.asia    

Executive Summary Diva Productions is a film company owned by Barbara Wong Chun-Chun. 

Domain(s):  domingoeyamson.asia    

Executive Summary 楊昇熾 DOMINGO E YAMSON  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): domingoeyamson.asia,  is/are intended to be 
used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature 
works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  donnachu.asia     

Executive Summary 朱潔儀 CHU, DONNA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): donnachu.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  easonchan.asia     

Executive Summary 陳奕迅 CHAN, EASON  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): easonchan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 



Domain(s):  ectonloo.asia    lookwanchor.asia 

Executive Summary 羅君左 LOO KWAN CHOR, ECTON  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): ectonloo.asia, lookwanchor.asia 
is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, 
as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  eddesing.asia    singdahwah.asia

Executive Summary 盛旦華 SING DAH WAH, EDDE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): eddesing.asia, singdahwah.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  eddieng.asia    ngkwokking.asia 

Executive Summary 吳國敬 NG KWOK KING, EDDIE is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): eddieng.asia, ngkwokking.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  eddiepang.asia    pangtikon.asia 

Executive Summary 彭迪安 PANG TIK ON, EDDIE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): eddiepang.asia, pangtikon.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  edmondlau.asia    lausungfung.asia 

Executive Summary 劉崇峰 LAU SUNG FUNG, EDMOND  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): edmondlau.asia, lausungfung.asia 
is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, 
as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  edwardli.asia    lichuenhau.asia

Executive Summary 李 岡 LI CHUEN HAU, EDWARD  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): edwardli.asia, lichuenhau.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  edwardmok.asia     

Executive Summary 莫家堯 MOK, EDWARD is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): edwardmok.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  elainelo.asia    losuetling.asia 

Executive Summary 羅雪玲 LO SUET LING, ELAINE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): elainelo.asia, losuetling.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  elainelui.asia    luisiuling.asia 



Executive Summary 呂少玲 LUI SIU LING, ELAINE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): elainelui.asia, luisiuling.asia is/are intended to be 
used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature 
works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  elainewu.asia     

Executive Summary 吳綺莉 WU, ELAINE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): elainewu.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  elisachan.asia    

Executive Summary 陳潔靈 CHAN, ELISA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): elisachan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  ellenchan.asia    

Executive Summary 陳雅倫 CHAN, ELLEN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): ellenchan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  elsiechan.asia    chanyikzee.asia 

Executive Summary 陳奕詩 CHAN YIK ZEE, ELSIE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): elsiechan.asia, chanyikzee.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  elvinakong.asia     

Executive Summary 江欣燕 KONG, ELVINA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): elvinakong.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  englishtang.asia    tangyingmun.asia 

Executive Summary 鄧英敏 TANG YING MUN, ENGLISH  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): englishtang.asia, tangyingmun.asia 
is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, 
as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  erickee.asia    

Executive Summary 紀家發 KEE, ERIC  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): erickee.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in 
Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  erickot.asia    kotmanfai.asia 



Executive Summary 葛民輝 KOT MAN FAI, ERIC  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): erickot.asia, kotmanfai.asia is/are intended to be used 
to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works 
by the artist. 

Domain(s):  ericman.asia     

Executive Summary 文德耀 MAN, ERIC  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): ericman.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  ericso.asia    solakheng.asia

Executive Summary 趙子豪 SO LAK HENG, ERIC  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): ericso.asia, solakheng.asia is/are intended to be 
used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature 
works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  erictsang.asia    tsangchiwai.asia 

Executive Summary 曾志偉 TSANG CHI WAI, ERIC  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): erictsang.asia, tsangchiwai.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  erictse.asia    tsehoiwing.asia 

Executive Summary 謝凱榮 TSE HOI WING, ERIC  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): erictse.asia, tsehoiwing.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  estellawong.asia     

Executive Summary 黃楚英 WONG, ESTELLA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): estellawong.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  estherkwan.asia    kwanwingho.asia

Executive Summary 關詠荷 KWAN WING HO, ESTHER  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): estherkwan.asia, kwanwingho.asia is/are 
intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well 
as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  evie.asia     

Executive Summary Ray Yu has been in artist management industry for over 10 years, managing 
top Asian performers such as the Cantopop group – Grasshopper, etc.  R 
House Company Limited is an artist management and booking company 
founded by Ray Yu to develop new Asian talent in the Greater China region.  
Evie Company Limited is an Asia-based artist production company organising 
artist-related events and projects. 

Domain(s):  ewongyung.asia    yunghung.asia



Executive Summary 翁    虹 YUNG HUNG, EWONG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): ewongyung.asia, yunghung.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  fanloming.asia     

Executive Summary 周    萍 FAN LO MING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): fanloming.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  fannycheng.asia    

Executive Summary 鄭瑞芬 CHENG, FANNY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): fannycheng.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  fannytam.asia    tamsiuying.asia

Executive Summary 譚少英 TAM SIU YING, FANNY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): fannytam.asia, tamsiuying.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  fannywong.asia    wongfunnei.asia 

Executive Summary 薰    妮 WONG FUN NEI, FANNY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): fannywong.asia, wongfunnei.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  fanyikman.asia     

Executive Summary 樊亦敏 FAN YIK MAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): fanyikman.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with 
fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  farineychang.asia    changmanyee.asia

Executive Summary 張睿羚 CHANG MAN YEE, FARINEY  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): farineychang.asia, 
changmanyee.asia is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and 
around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  fatkok.asia    

Executive Summary Kok Tak Chiu is a film director, writer, producer and actor, and he is a regular 
columniest for newspaper and magazine, and being a host for TV and Radio 
programs.  In different fields, he tends to use different names, that's why he 
needs some different domain names.  Many business and Yin Yeung are the 
names of his production companies. 

Domain(s):  fokyiuleung.asia    



Executive Summary 霍耀良 FOK YIU LEUNG is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): fokyiuleung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  fongpinglee.asia    leeyunmei.asia 

Executive Summary 芳    萍 LEE YUN MEI, FONG PING  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): fongpinglee.asia, leeyunmei.asia 
is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, 
as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  fongtungsan.asia    

Executive Summary 方 傑 FONG TUNG SAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): fongtungsan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  fonoroffpaul.asia    

Executive Summary 方保羅 FONOROFF PAUL  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): fonoroffpaul.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  foodkok.asia     

Executive Summary Kok Tak Chiu is a film director, writer, producer and actor, and he is a regular 
columniest for newspaper and magazine, and being a host for TV and Radio 
programs.  In different fields, he tends to use different names, that's why he 
needs some different domain names.  Many business and Yin Yeung are the 
names of his production companies. 

Domain(s):  francesfong.asia    

Executive Summary 施    明 FONG, FRANCES  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): francesfong.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  frankiechan.asia    chanfankei.asia 

Executive Summary 陳勳奇 CHAN FAN KEI, FRANKIE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): frankiechan.asia, chanfankei.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  fuchamkit.asia     

Executive Summary 傅湛杰 FU CHAM KIT  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): fuchamkit.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  fungbobo.asia     



Executive Summary 馮寶寶 FUNG BO BO is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): fungbobo.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  fungfeelit.asia     

Executive Summary 馮 真 FUNG FEE LIT  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): fungfeelit.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  funghongling.asia    

Executive Summary 馮康寧 FUNG HONG LING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): funghongling.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  fungkarchun.asia    

Executive Summary 馮家俊 FUNG KAR CHUN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): fungkarchun.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  funglaisheung.asia     

Executive Summary 馮麗嫦 FUNG LAI SHEUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): funglaisheung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  fungshiuchun.asia     

Executive Summary 馮瑞珍 FUNG SHIU CHUN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): fungshiuchun.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  fungsobor.asia    

Executive Summary 馮素波 FUNG SO BOR  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): fungsobor.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  fungwangtuen.asia    

Executive Summary 午 馬 FUNG WANG TUEN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): fungwangtuen.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  fuwaiki.asia     



Executive Summary 傅偉祈 FU WAI KI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): fuwaiki.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in 
Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  gallanso.asia    sochichiu.asia 

Executive Summary 嘉倫 SO CHI CHIU, GALLAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): gallanso.asia, sochichiu.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  gigilai.asia    laichi.asia

Executive Summary 黎    姿 LAI CHI, GI GI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): gigilai.asia, laichi.asia is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  gigileung.asia    leungwingkei.asia 

Executive Summary 梁詠琪 LEUNG WING KEI, GIGI is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): gigileung.asia, leungwingkei.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  gillianchung.asia     

Executive Summary 鍾欣桐 CHUNG, GILLIAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): gillianchung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  gongli.asia     

Executive Summary 鞏    俐 GONG LI is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  The 
domain(s): gongli.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia 
and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  gordonchan.asia    chanchunip.asia

Executive Summary 陳振業 CHAN CHUN IP, GORDON  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): gordonchan.asia, chanchunip.asia is/are 
intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well 
as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  graceip.asia    ippuiman.asia

Executive Summary 葉佩雯 IP PUI MAN, GRACE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): graceip.asia, ippuiman.asia is/are intended to be 
used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature 
works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  gregorycharlesrivers.asia     



Executive Summary 河國榮 GREGORY CHARLES RIVERS  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): gregorycharlesrivers.asia,  is/are 
intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well 
as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  gudezhao.asia     

Executive Summary Kok Tak Chiu is a film director, writer, producer and actor, and he is a regular 
columniest for newspaper and magazine, and being a host for TV and Radio 
programs.  In different fields, he tends to use different names, that's why he 
needs some different domain names.  Many business and Yin Yeung are the 
names of his production companies. 

Domain(s):  guotamara.asia     

Executive Summary 左    戎 GUO TAMARA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): guotamara.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  gusliem.asia     

Executive Summary GUS LIEM is partner and co-producer with Barbara Wong Chun-Chun for Diva 
Productions. 

Domain(s):  gwennienancytam.asia    

Executive Summary 譚筠怡 TAM, GWENNIE NANCY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): gwennienancytam.asia,  is/are intended to be 
used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature 
works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  hahungche.asia    

Executive Summary 夏占仕 HA HUNG CHE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): hahungche.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  hansonchow.asia     

Executive Summary 周匡朝 CHOW, HANSON  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): hansonchow.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  harrywong.asia    kywong.asia 

Executive Summary 王家怡 WONG K. Y., HARRY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): harrywong.asia, kywong.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  hedychang.asia    changwaifun.asia



Executive Summary 魯    芬 CHANG WAI FUN, HEDY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): hedychang.asia, changwaifun.asia is/are 
intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well 
as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  helenalo.asia     

Executive Summary 羅    蘭 LO, HELENA is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): helenalo.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  helenma.asia    

Executive Summary 馬海倫 MA, HELEN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): helenma.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  henrylo.asia    lochunshun.asia

Executive Summary 魯冠亨 LO CHUN SHUN, HENRY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): henrylo.asia, lochunshun.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  hermeschoy.asia    choyluiyuen.asia 

Executive Summary 蔡磊淵 CHOY LUI YUEN, HERMES  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): hermeschoy.asia, choyluiyuen.asia 
is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, 
as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  hilarytsui.asia    tsuihoying.asia 

Executive Summary 徐濠縈 TSUI HO YING, HILARY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): hilarytsui.asia, tsuihoying.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  hochipui.asia    

Executive Summary 宗 楊 HO CHI PUI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): hochipui.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  hochishing.asia    

Executive Summary 何志成 HO CHI SHING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): hochishing.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  hochungwai.asia     



Executive Summary 何仲偉 HO CHUNG WAI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): hochungwai.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  hochunwah.asia     

Executive Summary 何振華 HO CHUN WAH  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): hochunwah.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  hokakui.asia    

Executive Summary 何家駒 HO KA KUI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): hokakui.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  hokalai.asia    

Executive Summary 何嘉麗 HO KA LAI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): hokalai.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in 
Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  hokwokying.asia     

Executive Summary 何 雲 HO KWOK YING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): hokwokying.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  hokwongtai.asia     

Executive Summary 何廣泰 HO KWONG TAI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): hokwongtai.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  homantsun.asia     

Executive Summary 何文進 HO MAN TSUN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): homantsun.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  honkwokchoi.asia     

Executive Summary 韓國才 HON KWOK CHOI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): honkwokchoi.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  hontungching.asia    



Executive Summary 韓冬青 HON TUNG CHING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): hontungching.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  hopakkong.asia     

Executive Summary 何柏江 HO PAK KONG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): hopakkong.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  howailing.asia    

Executive Summary 何偉凌 HO WAI LING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): howailing.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  hubing.asia    

Executive Summary 胡兵 HU BING is a well-known actor, model and signer based in China. 

Domain(s):  hudsonleung.asia    leungtaohin.asia 

Executive Summary 梁克遜 LEUNG TAO HIN, HUDSON  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): hudsonleung.asia, leungtaohin.asia 
is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, 
as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  hugong.asia    nghweelai.asia 

Executive Summary 吳岱融 NG HWEE LAI, HUGO  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): hugong.asia, nghweelai.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  huichion.asia    

Executive Summary 許志安 HUI CHI ON is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): huichion.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  huishiuhung.asia    

Executive Summary 許紹雄 HUI SHIU HUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): huishiuhung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  huiszeman.asia     



Executive Summary 許思敏 HUI SZE MAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): huiszeman.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with 
fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  hungkenichisoen.asia     

Executive Summary 洪資訊 HUNG KENI CHISOEN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): hungkenichisoen.asia,  is/are intended to be 
used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature 
works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  hungkwokwah.asia    

Executive Summary 洪國華 HUNG KWOK WAH  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): hungkwokwah.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  hunglingling.asia     

Executive Summary 洪玲玲 HUNG LING LING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): hunglingling.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  hungyanyan.asia     

Executive Summary 洪    欣 HUNG YAN YAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): hungyanyan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  ipchunsing.asia     

Executive Summary 葉振聲 IP CHUN SING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): ipchunsing.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  irenewan.asia    wanpikyuk.asia 

Executive Summary 溫碧霞 WAN PIK YUK, IRENE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): irenewan.asia, wanpikyuk.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  isabellakau.asia    

Executive Summary 寇鴻萍 KAU, ISABELLA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): isabellakau.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  isabellawong.asia     



Executive Summary 黃曼凝 WONG, ISABELLA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): isabellawong.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  iwanbeoleung.asia    leungyuenchin.asia 

Executive Summary 梁婉靜 LEUNG YUEN CHIN, IWANBEO  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): iwanbeoleung.asia, 
leungyuenchin.asia is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and 
around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  jackiechan.asia    chankongsang.asia

Executive Summary 成 龍 CHAN KONG SANG, JACKIE  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): jackiechan.asia, chankongsang.asia 
is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, 
as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  jackiechan.asia    chansiukwan.asia 

Executive Summary 陳楚翹 CHAN SIU KWAN, JACKIE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): jackiechan.asia, chansiukwan.asia is/are 
intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well 
as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  jacksonng.asia    ngyukshu.asia 

Executive Summary 吳育樞 NG YUK SHU, JACKSON  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): jacksonng.asia, ngyukshu.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  jackycheung.asia    cheunghokyau.asia

Executive Summary 張學友 CHEUNG HOK YAU, JACKY  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): jackycheung.asia, 
cheunghokyau.asia is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and 
around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  jackyli.asia    likin.asia

Executive Summary 王 子 LI KIN, JACKY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): jackyli.asia, likin.asia is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  jacquelinelaw.asia    lawwaikuen.asia 

Executive Summary 羅慧娟 LAW WAI KUEN, JACQUELINE  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): jacquelinelaw.asia, lawwaikuen.asia 
is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, 
as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  jamespak.asia     



Executive Summary 白千石 PAK, JAMES  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): jamespak.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  jamlamb.asia     

Executive Summary 林海峰 LAMB, JAM  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): jamlamb.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  jasonwong.asia    wongsiuming.asia

Executive Summary 王小明 WONG SIU MING, JASON  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): jasonwong.asia, wongsiuming.asia is/are 
intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well 
as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  jayleung.asia    leungyukyin.asia

Executive Summary 梁    琤 LEUNG YUK YIN, JAY is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): jayleung.asia, leungyukyin.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  jayleung.asia    leungyeechui.asia 

Executive Summary 梁詠琳 LEUNG YEE CHUI, JAY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): jayleung.asia, leungyeechui.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  jennywong.asia    wongtzewai.asia 

Executive Summary 黃梓瑋 WONG TZE WAI, JENNY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): jennywong.asia, wongtzewai.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  jerryleung.asia    leunghokai.asia

Executive Summary 梁浩楷 LEUNG HO KAI, JERRY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): jerryleung.asia, leunghokai.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  jessicalo.asia    lomanyee.asia 

Executive Summary 羅敏怡 LO MAN YEE, JESSICA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): jessicalo.asia, lomanyee.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  jessicayung.asia    yungwanda.asia 



Executive Summary 翁慧德 YUNG WANDA, JESSICA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): jessicayung.asia, yungwanda.asia is/are 
intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well 
as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  jianruichao.asia     

Executive Summary 簡瑞超 JIAN RUI CHAO  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): jianruichao.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  jimmymak.asia    makchunkong.asia

Executive Summary 麥振江 MAK CHUN KONG, JIMMY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): jimmymak.asia, makchunkong.asia is/are 
intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well 
as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  jimmywong.asia     

Executive Summary 黃家諾 WONG, JIMMY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): jimmywong.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  jimpinghei.asia     

Executive Summary 詹秉熙 JIM PING HEI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): jimpinghei.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with 
fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  joannachan.asia    chanpuishan.asia 

Executive Summary 陳佩珊 CHAN PUI SHAN, JOANNA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): joannachan.asia, chanpuishan.asia is/are 
intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well 
as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  joantong.asia    

Executive Summary 唐麗球 TONG, JOAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): joantong.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  joesmjuniorrodrigues.asia    

Executive Summary 祖尊利亞 RODRIGUES, JOES M. JUNIOR  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): joesmjuniorrodrigues.asia,  is/are 
intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well 
as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  johncheung.asia    cheungtsansang.asia 



Executive Summary 張贊生 CHEUNG TSAN SANG, JOHN  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): johncheung.asia, 
cheungtsansang.asia is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia 
and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  johnlone.asia     

Executive Summary Awards and Recognitions in USA: 
Golden Globe Nomination, Best Actor in a Motion Picture:The Last Emperior 
1987 
Golden Globe Nomination, Best Supporting Actor in a Motion Picture: Year of 
the Dragon 1986 
Obie Award, Performance for : F.O.B., 1981 
Obie Award, Performance for : Dance and the Railroad, 1981 
Chosen by People Magazine as one of the “50 Most Beautiful People in the 
world” 1990 
Lifetime Achievement Award, Hollywood Capri Film Festival 1997 
Legacy Award, The Museum of Chinese in the Americas, May 30th, 2001 
Works – Filmography 
Iceman (1984) 
Year of the Dragon (1985) 
The Last Emperor (1987) – Puyi 
The Moderns (1988) 
Echoes of Paradise (1989) 
Shadow of China (1990) 
Shanghai 1920 (1991) 
M Butterfly (1993) – Song Liling 
The Shadow (1994) 
The Hunted (1995) 
Rush Hour 2 (2001) 
War (2007) 
Short Biography 
Trained and studied poetry, acting, dance, mime, singing, acrobatics, 
weaponry and martial arts at Hong Kong's Chiu Chiu Academy 
春秋戲劇學院and the Peking Opera under Sifu Fa Gok Fa 粉菊花since age 7 
until 18; further studied acting and musical at the American Academy of 
Dramatic Arts in Pasadena and New York; starred in and choreographed first 
play FOB in New York and won an Obie Award; essayed the thawed-
Neanderthal title character in Iceman (1984); played the role of Chinese 
Emperor Pu Yi in Bertolucci's Oscar-winning The Last Emperor (1988) and was 
nominated for a Golden Globe as Best Actor; became a recording artist and 
recorded (1997) a cd featuring both English and Mandarin songs; and engaged 
in China producing TV series or costume dramas e.g. played Emperor Kang 
Hsien in a 30 episode TV drama series “康熙微服私访记 “. 
Usage of Asia.com name 
A performance artist and have been touring mainly in the Orient and will 
continue to offer meaningful and inspired performances as a choreographer, 
director, singer, dancer and actor and contribute to the Asian and/or Chinese 
art and entertainment communities by participating in promoting Chinese art 
and culture to the world. 
and contribute to the Asian and/or Chinese art and entertainment communities 
by participating in promoting Chinese art and culture to the world. 

Domain(s):  johnnyngan.asia    ngankwokleung.asia 



Executive Summary 顏國樑 NGAN KWOK LEUNG, JOHNNY  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): johnnyngan.asia, 
ngankwokleung.asia is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia 
and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  johnnytang.asia    tangsiuchuen.asia 

Executive Summary 鄧兆尊 TANG SIU CHUEN, JOHNNY  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): johnnytang.asia, tangsiuchuen.asia 
is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, 
as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  johnnytseng.asia    

Executive Summary 曾國銘 TSENG, JOHNNY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): johnnytseng.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  johnsham.asia     

Executive Summary 岑建勳 SHAM, JOHN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): johnsham.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  johnsonyuen.asia    yuentakcheong.asia 

Executive Summary 阮德鏘 YUEN TAK CHEONG, JOHNSON  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): johnsonyuen.asia, 
yuentakcheong.asia is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and 
around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  jolenewai.asia    waichungling.asia 

Executive Summary 程    茵 WAI CHUNG LING, JOLENE  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): jolenewai.asia, waichungling.asia 
is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, 
as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  jonathanlee.asia    

Executive Summary 李宗盛 LEE, JONATHAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): jonathanlee.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  jorsai.asia    

Executive Summary 左 西 JOR SAI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  The 
domain(s): jorsai.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia 
and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  josephinelam.asia     



Executive Summary 林其欣 LAM, JOSEPHINE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): josephinelam.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  josephinesiao.asia    siaofongfong.asia 

Executive Summary 蕭芳芳 SIAO FONG FONG, JOSEPHINE is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): josephinesiao.asia, 
siaofongfong.asia is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and 
around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  josieho.asia    

Executive Summary 何超儀 HO, JOSIE is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): josieho.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in 
Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  joyceluk.asia    lukwailing.asia 

Executive Summary 陸惠玲 LUK WAI LING, JOYCE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): joyceluk.asia, lukwailing.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  joyceminagodenzi.asia     

Executive Summary 高麗虹 GODENZI, JOYCE MINA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): joyceminagodenzi.asia,  is/are intended to be 
used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature 
works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  judychoi.asia    choiwaiping.asia 

Executive Summary 蔡惠萍 CHOI WAI PING, JUDY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): judychoi.asia, choiwaiping.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  julianakwan.asia    kwanwaisham.asia

Executive Summary 心    女 KWAN WAI SHAM, JULIANA  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): julianakwan.asia, kwanwaisham.asia 
is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, 
as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  juliancheung.asia    cheungchilam.asia 

Executive Summary 張智霖 CHEUNG CHI LAM, JULIAN  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): juliancheung.asia, cheungchilam.asia 
is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, 
as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  juliediem.asia    diemly-trinh.asia 



Executive Summary 鄭艷麗 DIEM LY-TRINH, JULIE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): juliediem.asia, diemly-trinh.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  justinlee.asia    leekaming.asia 

Executive Summary 李家明 LEE KA MING, JUSTIN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): justinlee.asia, leekaming.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  kachunchiu.asia    

Executive Summary 賈宗超 KA CHUN CHIU  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): kachunchiu.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  kamhingyin.asia     

Executive Summary 金興賢 KAM HING YIN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): kamhingyin.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  kanpuikwan.asia     

Executive Summary 簡珮筠 KAN PUI KWAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): kanpuikwan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  karelng.asia    ngchiyeung.asia 

Executive Summary 黃子揚 NG CHI YEUNG, KAREL  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): karelng.asia, ngchiyeung.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  karenmok.asia    

Executive Summary 莫文蔚 MOK, KAREN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): karenmok.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  keithho.asia    

Executive Summary 何家俊 HO, KEITH  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): keithho.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in 
Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  kellychen.asia    chenwaiman.asia 



Executive Summary 陳慧琳 CHEN WAI MAN, KELLY is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): kellychen.asia, chenwaiman.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  kelvinwong.asia    wongsiu.asia 

Executive Summary 王 霄 WONG SIU, KELVIN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): kelvinwong.asia, wongsiu.asia is/are intended to be 
used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature 
works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  kennybee.asia    

Executive Summary 鍾鎮濤 KENNY BEE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): kennybee.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  kennycheng.asia     

Executive Summary 朝 中 CHENG, KENNY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): kennycheng.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  kennykwan.asia     

Executive Summary 關智斌 KWAN, KENNY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): kennykwan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  keungsiuleung.asia     

Executive Summary 姜小亮 KEUNG SIU LEUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): keungsiuleung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  kevincheng.asia    

Executive Summary 鄭嘉穎 CHENG, KEVIN is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): kevincheng.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  khojean.asia    

Executive Summary 許湘韻 KHO JEAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): khojean.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  kingsonshek.asia    sheksuilun.asia 



Executive Summary 石少麟 SHEK SUI LUN, KINGSON  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): kingsonshek.asia, sheksuilun.asia is/are 
intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well 
as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  kittylau.asia    laukwaifong.asia 

Executive Summary 劉桂芳 LAU KWAI FONG, KITTY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): kittylau.asia, laukwaifong.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  kohonman.asia    

Executive Summary 高翰文 KO HON MAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): kohonman.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with 
fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  kokkamhung.asia     

Executive Summary 郭政鴻 KOK KAM HUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): kokkamhung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  koktakchiu.asia     

Executive Summary Kok Tak Chiu is a film director, writer, producer and actor, and he is a regular 
columniest for newspaper and magazine, and being a host for TV and Radio 
programs.  In different fields, he tends to use different names, that's why he 
needs some different domain names.  Many business and Yin Yeung are the 
names of his production companies. 

Domain(s):  kongfukeung.asia     

Executive Summary 刀 疤 KONG FU KEUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): kongfukeung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  kongtaohoi.asia     

Executive Summary 江道海 KONG TAO HOI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): kongtaohoi.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  kookamwah.asia     

Executive Summary 顧錦華 KOO KAM WAH  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): kookamwah.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  koonella.asia    



Executive Summary 官恩娜 KOON ELLA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): koonella.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  koyeehang.asia     

Executive Summary 高爾珩 KO YEE HANG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): koyeehang.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  kristaltin.asia    

Executive Summary 田蕊妮 TIN, KRISTAL  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): kristaltin.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  kukuikei.asia    

Executive Summary 古巨基 KU KUI KEI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): kukuikei.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  kumingwah.asia     

Executive Summary 古明華 KU MING WAH  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): kumingwah.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  kumshiufun.asia     

Executive Summary 甘    露 KUM SHIU FUN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): kumshiufun.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  kwankawai.asia     

Executive Summary 關之琳 KWAN KA WAI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): kwankawai.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  kwanlaikit.asia     

Executive Summary 關禮傑 KWAN LAI KIT  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): kwanlaikit.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  kwansaumei.asia    



Executive Summary 關秀媚 KWAN SAU MEI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): kwansaumei.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  kwantzepiu.asia     

Executive Summary 關子標 KWAN TZE PIU  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): kwantzepiu.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  kwanwaiman.asia    

Executive Summary 關 鍵 KWAN WAI MAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): kwanwaiman.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  kwokchikuen.asia     

Executive Summary 郭志權 KWOK CHI KUEN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): kwokchikuen.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  kwokmanfu.asia     

Executive Summary 郭 峰 KWOK MAN FU  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): kwokmanfu.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  laicheungwing.asia     

Executive Summary 黎祥榮 LAI CHEUNG WING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): laicheungwing.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  laiirene.asia    

Executive Summary 黎愛蓮 LAI IRENE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): laiirene.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in 
Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  laisauying.asia    

Executive Summary 黎秀英 LAI SAU YING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): laisauying.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  laishekwan.asia     



Executive Summary 黎石雲 LAI SHEK WAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): laishekwan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  laisuen.asia     

Executive Summary 黎    宣 LAI SUEN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): laisuen.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in 
Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  lamfaiwong.asia    

Executive Summary 林輝煌 LAM FAI WONG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): lamfaiwong.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  lamkatung.asia    

Executive Summary 林家棟 LAM KA TUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): lamkatung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  lamkautak.asia     

Executive Summary 林 蛟 LAM KAU TAK  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): lamkautak.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  lamkingkong.asia     

Executive Summary 林敬剛 LAM KING KONG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): lamkingkong.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  lamkwokhung.asia     

Executive Summary 林國雄 LAM KWOK HUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): lamkwokhung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  lammanlung.asia    

Executive Summary 林文龍 LAM MAN LUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): lammanlung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  lampouchuen.asia    



Executive Summary 林保全 LAM POU CHUEN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): lampouchuen.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  lamtszkwan.asia     

Executive Summary 林芷筠 LAM TSZ KWAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): lamtszkwan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  lamwai.asia    

Executive Summary 林 偉 LAM WAI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  The 
domain(s): lamwai.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia 
and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  lamwaichi.asia    

Executive Summary 林志偉 LAM WAI CHI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): lamwaichi.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  lamwaikin.asia     

Executive Summary 林偉健 LAM WAI KIN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): lamwaikin.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  lamwaisun.asia     

Executive Summary 林韋辰 LAM WAI SUN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): lamwaisun.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  larrychiu.asia    chiumingkiang.asia 

Executive Summary 甘 山 CHIU MING KIANG, LARRY  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): larrychiu.asia, chiumingkiang.asia 
is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, 
as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  lauchanman.asia    

Executive Summary 劉澤文 LAU CHAN MAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): lauchanman.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  laufaicheung.asia    



Executive Summary 劉天寶 LAU FAI CHEUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): laufaicheung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  laukaling.asia     

Executive Summary 劉嘉玲 LAU KA LING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): laukaling.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  laukamling.asia    

Executive Summary 劉錦玲 LAU KAM LING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): laukamling.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  laukawing.asia    

Executive Summary 劉嘉榮 LAU KA WING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): laukawing.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  laukeungfoo.asia     

Executive Summary 劉少君 LAU KEUNG FOO  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): laukeungfoo.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  laukoonhung.asia     

Executive Summary 劉冠雄 LAU KOON HUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): laukoonhung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  laukwokwing.asia     

Executive Summary 白 彪 LAU KWOK WING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): laukwokwing.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  laushekyin.asia    

Executive Summary 劉錫賢 LAU SHEK YIN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): laushekyin.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  laushing.asia     



Executive Summary 石中玉 LAU SHING is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): laushing.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  lausinyee.asia     

Executive Summary 劉情怡 LAU SIN YEE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): lausinyee.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  lausiuhung.asia    

Executive Summary 劉少雄 LAU SIU HUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): lausiuhung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  lausiuming.asia    

Executive Summary 劉兆銘 LAU SIU MING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): lausiuming.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  lauwingwai.asia     

Executive Summary 煒 烈 LAU WING WAI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): lauwingwai.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  lawchunpiu.asia     

Executive Summary 羅清浩 LAW CHUN PIU  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): lawchunpiu.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  lawhangtong.asia     

Executive Summary 羅家英 LAW HANG TONG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): lawhangtong.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  lawrenceng.asia    ngkaiwah.asia

Executive Summary 吳啟華 NG KAI WAH, LAWRENCE is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): lawrenceng.asia, ngkaiwah.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  lawrenceyan.asia    yanchikeung.asia



Executive Summary 甄志強 YAN CHI KEUNG, LAWRENCE  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): lawrenceyan.asia, yanchikeung.asia 
is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, 
as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  leechikay.asia     

Executive Summary 李子奇 LEE CHI KAY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): leechikay.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  leechiulun.asia    

Executive Summary 李俊德 LEE CHIU LUN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): leechiulun.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  leechungkeung.asia    

Executive Summary 李忠強 LEE CHUNG KEUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): leechungkeung.asia,  is/are intended to be used 
to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works 
by the artist. 

Domain(s):  leehacken.asia     

Executive Summary 李克勤 LEE HAC KEN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): leehacken.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  leehoikwan.asia     

Executive Summary 李浩群 LEE HOI KWAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): leehoikwan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  leehoisang.asia     

Executive Summary 李海生 LEE HOI SANG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): leehoisang.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  leehongkum.asia    

Executive Summary 李香琴 LEE HONG KUM is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): leehongkum.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  leehoying.asia    



Executive Summary 李可塋 LEE HO YING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): leehoying.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  leelily.asia     

Executive Summary 李莉莉 LEE LILY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): leelily.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in 
Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  leesansan.asia    

Executive Summary 李珊珊 LEE SAN SAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): leesansan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  leeshukai.asia    

Executive Summary 李樹佳 LEE SHU KAI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): leeshukai.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  leetzeming.asia     

Executive Summary 李子明 LEE TZE MING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): leetzeming.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  leewahkong.asia     

Executive Summary 李華幹 LEE WAH KONG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): leewahkong.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  leewongsang.asia     

Executive Summary 李煌生 LEE WONG SANG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): leewongsang.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  leeyimming.asia    

Executive Summary 李艷明 LEE YIM MING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): leeyimming.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  leolee.asia    leewaiman.asia



Executive Summary 李衛民 LEE WAI MAN, LEO  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): leolee.asia, leewaiman.asia is/are intended to be used 
to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works 
by the artist. 

Domain(s):  leonlai.asia    laiming.asia 

Executive Summary 黎 明 LAI MING, LEON  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): leonlai.asia, laiming.asia is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  lesterchan.asia    chanchitman.asia

Executive Summary 陳哲民 CHAN CHIT MAN, LESTER  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): lesterchan.asia, chanchitman.asia is/are 
intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well 
as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  leungboching.asia     

Executive Summary 梁葆貞 LEUNG BO CHING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): leungboching.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  leungchee.asia     

Executive Summary 梁 志 LEUNG CHEE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): leungchee.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with 
fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  leungchikwong.asia     

Executive Summary 梁志光 LEUNG CHI KWONG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): leungchikwong.asia,  is/are intended to be used 
to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works 
by the artist. 

Domain(s):  leungchung.asia    

Executive Summary 梁中寶 LEUNG CHUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): leungchung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  leungchunkit.asia     

Executive Summary 梁俊杰 LEUNG CHUN KIT  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): leungchunkit.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  leungfuhung.asia     



Executive Summary 梁 雄 LEUNG FU HUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): leungfuhung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  leunghonman.asia     

Executive Summary 梁漢文 LEUNG HON MAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): leunghonman.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  leungkaichee.asia    

Executive Summary 良 山 LEUNG KAI CHEE   is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): leungkaichee.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  leungmingwah.asia     

Executive Summary 梁少華 LEUNG MING WAH  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): leungmingwah.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  leungnangyan.asia     

Executive Summary 梁能仁 LEUNG NANG YAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): leungnangyan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  leungpikchi.asia     

Executive Summary 梁碧芝 LEUNG PIK CHI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): leungpikchi.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  leungsauchun.asia    

Executive Summary 上官玉 LEUNG SAU CHUN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): leungsauchun.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  leungsaushan.asia     

Executive Summary 梁    珊 LEUNG SAU SHAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): leungsaushan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  leungseeman.asia     



Executive Summary 梁思敏 LEUNG SEE MAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): leungseeman.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  leungsiulee.asia     

Executive Summary 梁小梨 LEUNG SIU LEE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): leungsiulee.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  leungsuetbing.asia    

Executive Summary 梁安其 LEUNG SUET BING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): leungsuetbing.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  leungting.asia     

Executive Summary 梁 挺 LEUNG TING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): leungting.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  leungwailin.asia     

Executive Summary 方    怡 LEUNG WAI LIN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): leungwailin.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  leungyeelin.asia     

Executive Summary 梁嘉鳳 LEUNG YEE LIN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): leungyeelin.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  leungyingwai.asia     

Executive Summary 丁    櫻 LEUNG YING WAI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): leungyingwai.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  leungyuetping.asia    

Executive Summary 梁月萍 LEUNG YUET PING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): leungyuetping.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  lichun.asia     



Executive Summary 李    俊 LI CHUN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  The 
domain(s): lichun.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia 
and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  likwoklun.asia     

Executive Summary 李國麟 LI KWOK LUN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): likwoklun.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  lilianjie.asia    

Executive Summary 李連杰 LI LIAN JIE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): lilianjie.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in 
Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  lilychan.asia    chansiukwan.asia

Executive Summary 陳莉莉 CHAN SIU KWAN, LILY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): lilychan.asia, chansiukwan.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  lilyleung.asia    leungshunyin.asia 

Executive Summary 梁舜燕 LEUNG SHUN YIN, LILY is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): lilyleung.asia, leungshunyin.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  lilyng.asia    nglaichu.asia 

Executive Summary 吳麗珠 NG LAI CHU, LILY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): lilyng.asia, nglaichu.asia is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  lilypoon.asia    poonlaifong.asia

Executive Summary 潘芳芳 POON LAI FONG, LILY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): lilypoon.asia, poonlaifong.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  lindachan.asia    chanmeeling.asia

Executive Summary 陳美玲 CHAN MEE LING, LINDA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): lindachan.asia, chanmeeling.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  lindachoy.asia     



Executive Summary 楚湘雲 CHOY, LINDA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): lindachoy.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  lindawong.asia     

Executive Summary 王馨平 WONG, LINDA is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): lindawong.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with 
fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  linglaiman.asia    

Executive Summary 凌禮文 LING LAI MAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): linglaiman.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  linkoonhung.asia    

Executive Summary 練官洪 LIN KOON HUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): linkoonhung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  linnasim.asia    simsiulan.asia 

Executive Summary 沈小蘭 SIM SIU LAN, LINNA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): linnasim.asia, simsiulan.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  liquidelement.asia     

Executive Summary 2003 established Liquid Element and Liquid Models, 2007 start to publish Soon 
magazine Chinese edition.  Specialise in P.R. and event management related 
with Luxury brands including fashion, lifestyle, entertainment, art & design. 

Domain(s):  liquidelement.asia     

Executive Summary 2003 established Liquid Element and Liquid Models, 2007 start to publish Soon 
magazine Chinese edition.  Specialise in P.R. and event management related 
with Luxury brands including fashion, lifestyle, entertainment, art & design. 

Domain(s):  liquidelement.asia    

Executive Summary 2003 established Liquid Element and Liquid Models, 2007 start to publish Soon 
magazine Chinese edition.  Specialise in P.R. and event management related 
with Luxury brands including fashion, lifestyle, entertainment, art & design. 

Domain(s):  liquidmodels.asia    



Executive Summary 2004 established Liquid Element and Liquid Models, 2007 start to publish Soon 
magazine Chinese edition.  Specialise in P.R. and event management related 
with Luxury brands including fashion, lifestyle, entertainment, art & design. 

Domain(s):  liquidmodels.asia     

Executive Summary 2004 established Liquid Element and Liquid Models, 2007 start to publish Soon 
magazine Chinese edition.  Specialise in P.R. and event management related 
with Luxury brands including fashion, lifestyle, entertainment, art & design. 

Domain(s):  liquidmodels.asia    

Executive Summary 2004 established Liquid Element and Liquid Models, 2007 start to publish Soon 
magazine Chinese edition.  Specialise in P.R. and event management related 
with Luxury brands including fashion, lifestyle, entertainment, art & design. 

Domain(s):  lishingcheong.asia    

Executive Summary 李成昌 LI SHING CHEONG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): lishingcheong.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  liukaichi.asia     

Executive Summary 廖啟智 LIU KAI CHI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): liukaichi.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  liulailai.asia     

Executive Summary 廖麗麗 LIU LAI LAI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): liulailai.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in 
Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  liutsunhung.asia     

Executive Summary 駿 雄 LIU TSUN HUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): liutsunhung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  liuwaihung.asia    

Executive Summary 廖偉雄 LIU WAI HUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): liuwaihung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  lk.asia     



Executive Summary Lu Kun is the first Haute Couture designer of Shanghai and one of the fashion 
pioneers in China.  His clothes have been worn by global celebrities such as 
Paris Hilton and Victoria Beckham as well as several Asian celebrities 
including Yue Sai Kan (the Oprah Winfrey of China)  Lu Kun has been often 
referred to as the Galliano of China or the young JPG.  His brand name is 
obtaining global recognition and he has held fashion shows in London, NY, 
Munich, Singapore, Moscow and other locations.  He has been called by 
several fashion publications "The Shanghai Kid". 

Domain(s):  lochun.asia     

Executive Summary 盧    珍 LO CHUN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): lochun.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in 
Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  lochungwah.asia     

Executive Summary 羅頌華 LO CHUNG WAH  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): lochungwah.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  loholeung.asia     

Executive Summary 羅嘉良 LO HO LEUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): loholeung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  lohpui.asia    

Executive Summary 樂    蓓 LOH PUI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  The 
domain(s): lohpui.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia 
and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  lohung.asia    

Executive Summary 羅 鴻 LO HUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): lohung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in 
Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  lokoonlan.asia     

Executive Summary 羅冠蘭 LO KOON LAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): lokoonlan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  loktatwah.asia     

Executive Summary 駱達華 LOK TAT WAH  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): loktatwah.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  lokueihsiang.asia     



Executive Summary 于    楓 LO KUEI HSIANG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): lokueihsiang.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  lokwokwai.asia     

Executive Summary 羅國維 LO KWOK WAI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): lokwokwai.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  lorkinhoong.asia    

Executive Summary 呂劍光 LOR KIN HOONG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): lorkinhoong.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  lorrainehahn.asia    

Executive Summary Lorraine Hahn is a well-known journalist, anchor/editor and producer based in 
Hong Kong. 

Domain(s):  loshuki.asia     

Executive Summary 羅樹淇 LO SHU KI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): loshuki.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in 
Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  losokuen.asia     

Executive Summary 盧素娟 LO SO KUEN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): losokuen.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  louisyuen.asia    yuensiucheung.asia 

Executive Summary 阮兆祥 YUEN SIU CHEUNG, LOUIS  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): louisyuen.asia, yuensiucheung.asia 
is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, 
as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  louiyuyeung.asia    

Executive Summary 雷宇楊 LOUI YU YEUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): louiyuyeung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  lowanyin.asia    



Executive Summary 勞韻妍 LO WAN YIN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): lowanyin.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  lowelllo.asia     

Executive Summary 盧冠廷 LO, LOWELL  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): lowelllo.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in 
Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  lowhouikang.asia    

Executive Summary 盧惠光 LOW HOUI KANG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): lowhouikang.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  loyuenyen.asia    

Executive Summary 盧宛茵 LO YUEN YEN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): loyuenyen.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  luichungyin.asia     

Executive Summary 呂頌賢 LUI CHUNG YIN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): luichungyin.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  lukkimming.asia     

Executive Summary 陸劍明 LUK KIM MING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): lukkimming.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  Lukun.asia     

Executive Summary Lu Kun is the first Haute Couture designer of Shanghai and one of the fashion 
pioneers in China.  His clothes have been worn by global celebrities such as 
Paris Hilton and Victoria Beckham as well as several Asian celebrities 
including Yue Sai Kan (the Oprah Winfrey of China)  Lu Kun has been often 
referred to as the Galliano of China or the young JPG.  His brand name is 
obtaining global recognition and he has held fashion shows in London, NY, 
Munich, Singapore, Moscow and other locations.  He has been called by 
several fashion publications "The Shanghai Kid". 

Domain(s):  Lukuncouture.asia     

Executive Summary Lu Kun is the first Haute Couture designer of Shanghai and one of the fashion 
pioneers in China.  His clothes have been worn by global celebrities such as 
Paris Hilton and Victoria Beckham as well as several Asian celebrities 
including Yue Sai Kan (the Oprah Winfrey of China)  Lu Kun has been often 
referred to as the Galliano of China or the young JPG.  His brand name is 



obtaining global recognition and he has held fashion shows in London, NY, 
Munich, Singapore, Moscow and other locations.  He has been called by 
several fashion publications "The Shanghai Kid". 

Domain(s):  Lukunfashion.asia     

Executive Summary Lu Kun is the first Haute Couture designer of Shanghai and one of the fashion 
pioneers in China.  His clothes have been worn by global celebrities such as 
Paris Hilton and Victoria Beckham as well as several Asian celebrities 
including Yue Sai Kan (the Oprah Winfrey of China)  Lu Kun has been often 
referred to as the Galliano of China or the young JPG.  His brand name is 
obtaining global recognition and he has held fashion shows in London, NY, 
Munich, Singapore, Moscow and other locations.  He has been called by 
several fashion publications "The Shanghai Kid". 

Domain(s):  Lukunjewelry.asia     

Executive Summary Lu Kun is the first Haute Couture designer of Shanghai and one of the fashion 
pioneers in China.  His clothes have been worn by global celebrities such as 
Paris Hilton and Victoria Beckham as well as several Asian celebrities 
including Yue Sai Kan (the Oprah Winfrey of China)  Lu Kun has been often 
referred to as the Galliano of China or the young JPG.  His brand name is 
obtaining global recognition and he has held fashion shows in London, NY, 
Munich, Singapore, Moscow and other locations.  He has been called by 
several fashion publications "The Shanghai Kid". 

Domain(s):  lulora.asia     

Executive Summary 盧晞萊 LU LORA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): lulora.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in 
Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  luminhquang.asia     

Executive Summary 尹 光 LU MINH QUANG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): luminhquang.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  lungtinsang.asia     

Executive Summary 龍天生 LUNG TIN SANG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): lungtinsang.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  lydiasung.asia    

Executive Summary 肥    姐 SUNG, LYDIA is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): lydiasung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  maggiechan.asia    chanmanchun.asia



Executive Summary 陳美琪 CHAN MAN CHUN, MAGGIE  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): maggiechan.asia, chanmanchun.asia 
is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, 
as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  maggiecheung.asia     

Executive Summary 張曼玉 MAGGIE CHEUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): maggiecheung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  maggieshiu.asia    shiumeiki.asia

Executive Summary 邵美琪 SHIU MEI KI, MAGGIE is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): maggieshiu.asia, shiumeiki.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  maggiewong.asia    wongmanman.asia 

Executive Summary 黃芍君 WONG MAN MAN, MAGGIE  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): maggiewong.asia, 
wongmanman.asia is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and 
around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  maklaihung.asia     

Executive Summary 麥景婷 MAK LAI HUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): maklaihung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  maksiuwah.asia     

Executive Summary 小 華 MAK SIU WAH  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): maksiuwah.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  malindagant.asia    

Executive Summary 關明玉 GANT, MALINDA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): malindagant.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  mandywong.asia    wongmanyee.asia

Executive Summary 黃敏儀 WONG MAN YEE, MANDY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): mandywong.asia, wongmanyee.asia is/are 
intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well 
as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  manfredwong.asia    wongmanchun.asia 



Executive Summary 文 雋 WONG MAN CHUN, MANFRED  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): manfredwong.asia, 
wongmanchun.asia is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and 
around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  mankitwan.asia     

Executive Summary 文潔雲 MAN KIT WAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): mankitwan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  manybusiness.asia    

Executive Summary Kok Tak Chiu is a film director, writer, producer and actor, and he is a regular 
columniest for newspaper and magazine, and being a host for TV and Radio 
programs.  In different fields, he tends to use different names, that's why he 
needs some different domain names.  Many business and Yin Yeung are the 
names of his production companies. 

Domain(s):  maplehui.asia     

Executive Summary 許秋怡 HUI, MAPLE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): maplehui.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  marcoli.asia    liyiuking.asia

Executive Summary 李耀敬 LI YIU KING, MARCO  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): marcoli.asia, liyiuking.asia is/are intended to be 
used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature 
works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  margaretchung.asia    

Executive Summary 鍾麗淇 CHUNG, MARGARET  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): margaretchung.asia,  is/are intended to be used 
to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works 
by the artist. 

Domain(s):  margaretmiu.asia     

Executive Summary 苗嘉麗 MIU, MARGARET  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): margaretmiu.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  mariachung.asia    chungwaiping.asia 

Executive Summary 鍾慧冰 CHUNG WAI PING, MARIA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): mariachung.asia, chungwaiping.asia is/are 
intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well 
as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  mariambibi.asia    



Executive Summary 瑪利亞 MARIAM BIBI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): mariambibi.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with 
fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  marinalau.asia    laushukwah.asia 

Executive Summary 劉淑華 LAU SHUK WAH, MARINA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): marinalau.asia, laushukwah.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  markchuihan.asia    

Executive Summary 麥翠嫺 MARK CHUI HAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): markchuihan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  marxcheung.asia     

Executive Summary 張 雷 MARX CHEUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): marxcheung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  maryhon.asia     

Executive Summary 韓馬利 MARY HON  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): maryhon.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  mauricelee.asia    leewaiman.asia 

Executive Summary 李偉民 LEE WAI MAN, MAURICE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): mauricelee.asia, leewaiman.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  mauryeung.asia    

Executive Summary 楊凱斯 YEUNG, MAUR  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): mauryeung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  melvinwong.asia    

Executive Summary 黃錦燊 WONG, MELVIN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): melvinwong.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  meonglaw.asia    lawkwanlam.asia 



Executive Summary 羅 莽 LAW KWAN LAM, MEONG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): meonglaw.asia, lawkwanlam.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  merryeverest.asia     

Executive Summary 黃    悅 MERRY EVEREST  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): merryeverest.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  michaelchoi.asia    choihongnin.asia

Executive Summary 蔡康年 CHOI HONG NIN, MICHAEL  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): michaelchoi.asia, choihongnin.asia 
is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, 
as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  michaelchow.asia    chowkwanmike.asia 

Executive Summary 周文健 CHOW KWAN MIKE, MICHAEL  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): michaelchow.asia, 
chowkwanmike.asia is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and 
around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  michaelfitzgrealdwong.asia     

Executive Summary 王敏德 WONG, MICHAEL FITZGREALD  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): michaelfitzgrealdwong.asia,  is/are 
intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well 
as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  michaelhui.asia    

Executive Summary 許冠文 HUI, MICHAEL  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): michaelhui.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  michelemoniquereis.asia    

Executive Summary 李嘉欣 REIS, MICHELE MONIQUE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): michelemoniquereis.asia,  is/are intended to be 
used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature 
works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  michellehon.asia     

Executive Summary 司馬燕 HON, MICHELLE is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): michellehon.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  michelleyeung.asia     



Executive Summary 楊紫瓊 YEUNG, MICHELLE is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): michelleyeung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  michelleyim.asia    yimwailing.asia 

Executive Summary 米    雪 YIM WAI LING, MICHELLE is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): michelleyim.asia, yimwailing.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  mickyau.asia    aukwokleung.asia

Executive Summary 麥 基 AU KWOK LEUNG, MICKY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): mickyau.asia, aukwokleung.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  mikelam.asia    lamtakshing.asia 

Executive Summary 林德勝 LAM TAK SHING, MIKE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): mikelam.asia, lamtakshing.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  mimichoo.asia    chooyitmei.asia 

Executive Summary 朱咪咪 CHOO YIT MEI, MIMI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): mimichoo.asia, chooyitmei.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  Mirrorstudio.asia    

Executive Summary Lu Kun is the first Haute Couture designer of Shanghai and one of the fashion 
pioneers in China.  His clothes have been worn by global celebrities such as 
Paris Hilton and Victoria Beckham as well as several Asian celebrities 
including Yue Sai Kan (the Oprah Winfrey of China)  Lu Kun has been often 
referred to as the Galliano of China or the young JPG.  His brand name is 
obtaining global recognition and he has held fashion shows in London, NY, 
Munich, Singapore, Moscow and other locations.  He has been called by 
several fashion publications "The Shanghai Kid". 

Domain(s):  mockkeewing.asia     

Executive Summary 莫奇榮 MOCK KEE WING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): mockkeewing.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  moknaikwong.asia    

Executive Summary Mr Charles Mok is the Founding Chairman of Internet Society, Hong Kong 
(ISOC HK), and the ex-officio member and immediate past president of the 
Hong Kong Information Technology Federation (HKITF). He is also the 
Founding Vice Chairman of The Professional Commons.   He was also a past 



chairman and a co-founder of the Hong Kong Internet Service Providers 
Association (HKISPA).   
Mr Mok is Executive Director of Darizi Limited, the leading wedding community 
and social networking platform for China.  Previously, Mr Mok was the Deputy 
Managing Director and a co-founder of HKNet Company Limited, one of Hong 
Kong’s earliest Internet service providers, that was acquired by NTT 
Communications of Japan in 1999.   
Mr Mok is a member of many key Hong Kong government statutory bodies or 
advisory committees. He graduated from Purdue University in the United 
States with Bachelor and Master Degrees in Electrical Engineering, and 
worked in the United States with SunSoft Inc. and Digital Equipment 
Corporation.   
The .Asia names are intended to be used as a platform to connect with the 
public in HK and Asia, as well as to show all works done. 
 

Domain(s):  moksiuchung.asia     

Executive Summary 莫少聰 MOK SIU CHUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): moksiuchung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  mokwanha.asia    

Executive Summary 莫蘊霞 MOK WAN HA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): mokwanha.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  monalau.asia    

Executive Summary 劉倫寶 LAU, MONA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): monalau.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  mondiyau.asia    yauyuetching.asia 

Executive Summary 邱月清 YAU YUET CHING, MONDI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): mondiyau.asia, yauyuetching.asia is/are 
intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well 
as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  moneylo.asia    lomunyi.asia 

Executive Summary 盧敏儀 LO MUN YI, MONEY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): moneylo.asia, lomunyi.asia is/are intended to be used 
to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works 
by the artist. 

Domain(s):  muikiuwai.asia     

Executive Summary 苗僑偉 MUI KIU WAI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): muikiuwai.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 



Domain(s):  muisang.asia     

Executive Summary 樊梅生 MUI SANG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): muisang.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  natalischan.asia    chanpakcheung.asia

Executive Summary 陳百祥 CHAN PAK CHEUNG, NATALIS  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): natalischan.asia, 
chanpakcheung.asia is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia 
and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  ngahyuen.asia    

Executive Summary 吳亞圓 NG AH YUEN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): ngahyuen.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  ngaiwaiman.asia     

Executive Summary 魏惠文 NGAI WAI MAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): ngaiwaiman.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  ngcheukchung.asia     

Executive Summary 伍卓忠 NG CHEUK CHUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): ngcheukchung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  ngchinwang.asia     

Executive Summary 吳仟峰 NG CHIN WANG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): ngchinwang.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  ngchuntung.asia    

Executive Summary 米 奇 NG CHUN TUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): ngchuntung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  ngkamchuen.asia    

Executive Summary 夏春秋 NG KAM CHUEN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): ngkamchuen.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  ngkarenastor.asia     



Executive Summary 方    文 NG KAREN ASTOR  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): ngkarenastor.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  ngkayan.asia     

Executive Summary 方皓玟 NG KA YAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): ngkayan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  ngkinchung.asia    

Executive Summary 鬼 塚 NG KIN CHUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): ngkinchung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  ngkingchoi.asia    

Executive Summary 吳志雄 NG KING CHOI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): ngkingchoi.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  ngkwanyue.asia     

Executive Summary 吳君如 NG KWAN YUE is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): ngkwanyue.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  ngmangtat.asia     

Executive Summary 吳孟達 NG MANG TAT  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): ngmangtat.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  ngmanyee.asia     

Executive Summary 伍曼儀 NG MAN YEE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): ngmanyee.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with 
fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  ngpokkwan.asia    

Executive Summary 吳博君 NG POK KWAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): ngpokkwan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  ngsauha.asia    



Executive Summary 伍秀霞 NG SAU HA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): ngsauha.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  ngshunyi.asia     

Executive Summary 吳 剛 NG SHUN YI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): ngshunyi.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  ngtinnam.asia    

Executive Summary 吳天南 NG TIN NAM  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): ngtinnam.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  ngwinghung.asia    

Executive Summary 吳詠紅 NG WING HUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): ngwinghung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  nicholastse.asia     

Executive Summary 謝霆鋒 TSE, NICHOLAS  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): nicholastse.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  nikkili.asia    lichungchi.asia 

Executive Summary 李忠志 LI CHUNG CHI, NIKKI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): nikkili.asia, lichungchi.asia is/are intended to be 
used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature 
works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  normanchan.asia     

Executive Summary 陳諾文 CHAN, NORMAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): normanchan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  osmanhung.asia    hungchikit.asia

Executive Summary 洪智傑 HUNG CHI KIT, OSMAN is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): osmanhung.asia, hungchikit.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  ottowong.asia    wongchion.asia 



Executive Summary 王志安 WONG CHI ON, OTTO  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): ottowong.asia, wongchion.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  ouyanghixuan.asia     

Executive Summary 璇 璇 OU YANG HI XUAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): ouyanghixuan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  paisleywu.asia    

Executive Summary 胡蓓蔚 WU, PAISLEY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): paisleywu.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  pamelapak.asia    pakwankam.asia 

Executive Summary 白韻琴 PAK WAN KAM, PAMELA is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): pamelapak.asia, pakwankam.asia is/are 
intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well 
as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  panghoikwan.asia     

Executive Summary 彭凱筠 PANG HOI KWAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): panghoikwan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  pangkeunsun.asia     

Executive Summary 彭健新 PANG KEUN SUN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): pangkeunsun.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  patriciaho.asia    hokamwah.asia

Executive Summary 何錦華 HO KAM WAH, PATRICIA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): patriciaho.asia, hokamwah.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  patriciatang.asia    tanglaikwan.asia 

Executive Summary 夏文汐 TANG LAI KWAN, PATRICIA  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): patriciatang.asia, tanglaikwan.asia 
is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, 
as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  patrickwoo.asia    woochiman.asia 



Executive Summary 吳元俊 WOO CHI MAN, PATRICK  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): patrickwoo.asia, woochiman.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  patrictacheung.asia    cheungpui.asia 

Executive Summary 宣    彤 CHEUNG PUI, PATRICTA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): patrictacheung.asia, cheungpui.asia is/are 
intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well 
as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  paulcarrng.asia    

Executive Summary 車保羅 NG, PAUL CARR  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): paulcarrng.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  paulfan.asia    fanwingwah.asia 

Executive Summary 華忠男 FAN WING WAH, PAUL  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): paulfan.asia, fanwingwah.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  paulinewong.asia    wongsiufung.asia 

Executive Summary 王小鳳 WONG SIU FUNG, PAULINE  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): paulinewong.asia, wongsiufung.asia 
is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, 
as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  paulineyeung.asia     

Executive Summary 楊寶玲 YEUNG, PAULINE is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): paulineyeung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  paultse.asia    wctse.asia

Executive Summary 謝偉俊 TSE W., PAUL  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): paultse.asia, wctse.asia is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  pawheeching.asia     

Executive Summary 鮑起靜 PAW HEE CHING is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): pawheeching.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  peterchan.asia    chansiuyan.asia 



Executive Summary 陳浩德 CHAN SIU YAN, PETER  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): peterchan.asia, chansiuyan.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  petercheung.asia     

Executive Summary 張 帆 CHEUNG, PETER  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): petercheung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  peterkwok.asia    kwoksaukeung.asia

Executive Summary 郭嘉俊 KWOK SAU KEUNG, PETER  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): peterkwok.asia, kwoksaukeung.asia 
is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, 
as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  peteryang.asia    yangkamcheong.asia 

Executive Summary 容錦昌 YANG KAM CHEONG, PETER  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): peteryang.asia, yangkamcheong.asia 
is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, 
as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  peteryang.asia    yangkwan.asia 

Executive Summary 楊 群 YANG KWAN, PETER  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): peteryang.asia, yangkwan.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  philipchan.asia    

Executive Summary 陳欣健 CHAN, PHILIP  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): philipchan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  phongchiungan.asia    

Executive Summary 龐秋雁 PHONG CHIU NGAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): phongchiungan.asia,  is/are intended to be used 
to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works 
by the artist. 

Domain(s):  poonbingsheung.asia     

Executive Summary 潘冰嫦 POON BING SHEUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): poonbingsheung.asia,  is/are intended to be 
used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature 
works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  poonchiman.asia     



Executive Summary 潘志文 POON CHI MAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): poonchiman.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  poonkinkwan.asia     

Executive Summary 潘健君 POON KIN KWAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): poonkinkwan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  priscillaku.asia    kukeikwan.asia

Executive Summary 顧紀筠 KU KEI KWAN, PRISCILLA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): priscillaku.asia, kukeikwan.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  randymilkho.asia    hohouiun.asia 

Executive Summary 何浩源 HO HOU IUN, RANDY MILK  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): randymilkho.asia, hohouiun.asia 
is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, 
as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  raychan.asia    chankinyip.asia 

Executive Summary 陳建穎 CHAN KIN YIP, RAY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): raychan.asia, chankinyip.asia is/are intended to be used 
to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works 
by the artist. 

Domain(s):  raylui.asia    luileungway.asia 

Executive Summary 呂良偉 LUI LEUNG WAY, RAY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): raylui.asia, luileungway.asia is/are intended to be 
used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature 
works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  raymondchan.asia    chankwokkay.asia

Executive Summary 陳國基 CHAN KWOK KAY, RAYMOND  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): raymondchan.asia, 
chankwokkay.asia is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and 
around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  raymondcheng.asia    chengkaiman.asia 

Executive Summary 鄭繼文 CHENG KAI MAN, RAYMOND  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): raymondcheng.asia, 
chengkaiman.asia is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and 
around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  raymondtsang.asia    tsangsauming.asia 



Executive Summary 曾守明 TSANG SAU MING, RAYMOND  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): raymondtsang.asia, 
tsangsauming.asia is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and 
around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  rebeccachan.asia    chansauchu.asia 

Executive Summary 陳秀珠 CHAN SAU CHU, REBECCA is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): rebeccachan.asia, chansauchu.asia 
is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, 
as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  remuschoy.asia    choyyatkit.asia

Executive Summary 蔡一傑 CHOY YAT KIT, REMUS  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): remuschoy.asia, choyyatkit.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  rhouse.asia     

Executive Summary Ray Yu has been in artist management industry for over 10 years, managing 
top Asian performers such as the Cantopop group – Grasshopper, etc.  R 
House Company Limited is an artist management and booking company 
founded by Ray Yu to develop new Asian talent in the Greater China region.  
Evie Company Limited is an Asia-based artist production company organising 
artist-related events and projects. 

Domain(s):  richardcheung.asia    cheungshukuen.asia 

Executive Summary 張    權 CHEUNG SHU KUEN, RICHARD  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): richardcheung.asia, 
cheungshukuen.asia is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia 
and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  richardng.asia    ngyiuhon.asia 

Executive Summary 吳耀漢 NG YIU HON, RICHARD  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): richardng.asia, ngyiuhon.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  rickchin.asia     

Executive Summary A celebrity in HK and well-known make-up artist for many local famous stars 
such as Zhang Ziyi, Cheung Pak Chi, Kwan Chi Lim Rosemen, Lau Ka Ling 
Carina, and Karen Mok.  My studio "accp", in Chai Wan, is a celebrity styling 
and consultanting firm.  It is also a production house which does a lot of 
commercial photo shootings. 

Domain(s):  rickywong.asia    wongchuntong.asia 

Executive Summary 王俊棠 WONG CHUN TONG, RICKY  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): rickywong.asia, wongchuntong.asia 
is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, 
as well as to feature works by the artist. 



Domain(s):  ringochan.asia    chanchikeung.asia 

Executive Summary 陳志強 CHAN CHI KEUNG, RINGO  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): ringochan.asia, chanchikeung.asia is/are 
intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well 
as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  robertmak.asia    maktaklaw.asia

Executive Summary 麥德羅 MAK TAK LAW, ROBERT  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): robertmak.asia, maktaklaw.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  roceliafung.asia    fungwaihang.asia 

Executive Summary 馮蔚衡 FUNG WAI HANG, ROCELIA  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): roceliafung.asia, fungwaihang.asia 
is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, 
as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  rockylai.asia    laikeungkun.asia 

Executive Summary 黎強根 LAI KEUNG KUN, ROCKY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): rockylai.asia, laikeungkun.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  ronaldyu.asia    yukaibong.asia 

Executive Summary 余啟邦 YU KAI BONG, RONALD  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): ronaldyu.asia, yukaibong.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  rubywong.asia    wongcheukling.asia

Executive Summary 黃卓玲 WONG CHEUK LING, RUBY  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): rubywong.asia, wongcheukling.asia 
is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, 
as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  russellcheung.asia    cheungchihin.asia 

Executive Summary 張子軒 CHEUNG CHI HIN, RUSSELL  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): russellcheung.asia, 
cheungchihin.asia is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and 
around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  ryankwan.asia    kwanhowai.asia 

Executive Summary 關可維 KWAN HO WAI, RYAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): ryankwan.asia, kwanhowai.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  sabrinajonewong.asia     



Executive Summary 鍾    詠 WONG, SABRINA JONE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): sabrinajonewong.asia,  is/are intended to be 
used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature 
works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  samho.asia    hoshusun.asia 

Executive Summary 何    龍 HO SHU SUN, SAM  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): samho.asia, hoshusun.asia is/are intended to be used 
to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works 
by the artist. 

Domain(s):  samlam.asia    lamsheungmo.asia

Executive Summary 林尚武 LAM SHEUNG MO,SAM  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): samlam.asia, lamsheungmo.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  samlee.asia     

Executive Summary 李璨琛 LEE, SAM  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): samlee.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in 
Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  sammohung.asia    hungkampo.asia 

Executive Summary 洪金寶 HUNG KAM PO, SAMMO  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): sammohung.asia, hungkampo.asia is/are 
intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well 
as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  sammulchan.asia     

Executive Summary 陳鍵鋒 CHAN, SAMMUL  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): sammulchan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  sammycheung.asia    

Executive Summary 張 煒 CHEUNG, SAMMY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): sammycheung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  sammylam.asia    lamlapsam.asia 

Executive Summary 林立三 LAM LAP SAM, SAMMY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): sammylam.asia, lamlapsam.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  sammylau.asia    lauwingkin.asia 



Executive Summary 劉永健 LAU WING KIN, SAMMY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): sammylau.asia, lauwingkin.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  samuellau.asia    lauchiufan.asia 

Executive Summary 劉超凡 LAU CHIU FAN, SAMUEL  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): samuellau.asia, lauchiufan.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  sandylam.asia    lamyilin.asia

Executive Summary 林憶蓮 LAM YI LIN, SANDY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): sandylam.asia, lamyilin.asia is/are intended to be used 
to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works 
by the artist. 

Domain(s):  seasonng.asia    ngchungtai.asia 

Executive Summary 吳忠泰 NG CHUNG TAI, SEASON  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): seasonng.asia, ngchungtai.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  selinaman.asia    mansiuyin.asia 

Executive Summary 文小燕 MAN SIU YIN, SELINA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): selinaman.asia, mansiuyin.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  Shanghaicouture.asia    

Executive Summary Lu Kun is the first Haute Couture designer of Shanghai and one of the fashion 
pioneers in China.  His clothes have been worn by global celebrities such as 
Paris Hilton and Victoria Beckham as well as several Asian celebrities 
including Yue Sai Kan (the Oprah Winfrey of China)  Lu Kun has been often 
referred to as the Galliano of China or the young JPG.  His brand name is 
obtaining global recognition and he has held fashion shows in London, NY, 
Munich, Singapore, Moscow and other locations.  He has been called by 
several fashion publications "The Shanghai Kid". 

Domain(s):  shanghaidiva.asia     

Executive Summary Lu Kun is the first Haute Couture designer of Shanghai and one of the fashion 
pioneers in China.  His clothes have been worn by global celebrities such as 
Paris Hilton and Victoria Beckham as well as several Asian celebrities 
including Yue Sai Kan (the Oprah Winfrey of China)  Lu Kun has been often 
referred to as the Galliano of China or the young JPG.  His brand name is 
obtaining global recognition and he has held fashion shows in London, NY, 
Munich, Singapore, Moscow and other locations.  He has been called by 
several fashion publications "The Shanghai Kid". 

Domain(s):  shanghaikid.asia     



Executive Summary Lu Kun is the first Haute Couture designer of Shanghai and one of the fashion 
pioneers in China.  His clothes have been worn by global celebrities such as 
Paris Hilton and Victoria Beckham as well as several Asian celebrities 
including Yue Sai Kan (the Oprah Winfrey of China)  Lu Kun has been often 
referred to as the Galliano of China or the young JPG.  His brand name is 
obtaining global recognition and he has held fashion shows in London, NY, 
Munich, Singapore, Moscow and other locations.  He has been called by 
several fashion publications "The Shanghai Kid". 

Domain(s):  sharacheung.asia     

Executive Summary 張    敏 CHEUNG, SHARA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): sharacheung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  shekkin.asia     

Executive Summary 石 堅 SHEK KIN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): shekkin.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in 
Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  shirleykwan.asia     

Executive Summary 關淑怡 SHIRLEY KWAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): shirleykwan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  shirleypang.asia    

Executive Summary 彭美嫦 PANG, SHIRLEY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): shirleypang.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  shiuyukshim.asia    

Executive Summary 邵麗君 SHIU YUK SHIM  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): shiuyukshim.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  sicneyyim.asia    yimwaiming.asia 

Executive Summary 雪    梨 YIM WAI MING, SICNEY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): sicneyyim.asia, yimwaiming.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  silasng.asia    ngkimwah.asia 

Executive Summary 仙人求 NG KIM WAH, SILAS  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): silasng.asia, ngkimwah.asia is/are intended to be 
used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature 
works by the artist. 



Domain(s):  singfuion.asia     

Executive Summary 成奎安 SING FUI ON  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): singfuion.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  sinhoying.asia    

Executive Summary 冼灝英 SIN HO YING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): sinhoying.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  sinnlapman.asia    

Executive Summary 單立文 SINN LAP MAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): sinnlapman.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  sitleeshuichun.asia     

Executive Summary 薛李瑞珍 SIT LEE SHUI CHUN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): sitleeshuichun.asia,  is/are intended to be used 
to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works 
by the artist. 

Domain(s):  sitshunkay.asia     

Executive Summary 薛純基 SIT SHUN KAY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): sitshunkay.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  siucheukyiu.asia     

Executive Summary 邵卓堯 SIU CHEUK YIU  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): siucheukyiu.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  sixthfloor.asia    

Executive Summary The Sixth Floor Rear Flat is an upcoming film to be released in 2008 directed 
by Barbara Wong Chun-Chun. 

Domain(s):  sixthfloorrearflat.asia    

Executive Summary The Sixth Floor Rear Flat is an upcoming film to be released in 2008 directed 
by Barbara Wong Chun-Chun. 

Domain(s):  sochiwai.asia     



Executive Summary 蘇志威 SO CHI WAI is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): sochiwai.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  sohingchuen.asia     

Executive Summary 蘇慶泉 SO HING CHUEN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): sohingchuen.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  soon.asia    

Executive Summary 2005 established Liquid Element and Liquid Models, 2007 start to publish Soon 
magazine Chinese edition.  Specialise in P.R. and event management related 
with Luxury brands including fashion, lifestyle, entertainment, art & design. 

Domain(s):  soonmagazine.asia    

Executive Summary 2006 established Liquid Element and Liquid Models, 2007 start to publish Soon 
magazine Chinese edition.  Specialise in P.R. and event management related 
with Luxury brands including fashion, lifestyle, entertainment, art & design. 

Domain(s):  soonmagazine.asia     

Executive Summary 2006 established Liquid Element and Liquid Models, 2007 start to publish Soon 
magazine Chinese edition.  Specialise in P.R. and event management related 
with Luxury brands including fashion, lifestyle, entertainment, art & design. 

Domain(s):  soonmagazine.asia     

Executive Summary 2006 established Liquid Element and Liquid Models, 2007 start to publish Soon 
magazine Chinese edition.  Specialise in P.R. and event management related 
with Luxury brands including fashion, lifestyle, entertainment, art & design. 

Domain(s):  sopaklai.asia     

Executive Summary 蘇柏麗 SO PAK LAI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): sopaklai.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  sophiengan.asia    ngansiuling.asia

Executive Summary 顏少玲 NGAN SIU LING, SOPHIE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): sophiengan.asia, ngansiuling.asia is/are 
intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well 
as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  soshookmei.asia    



Executive Summary 南    紅 SO SHOOK MEI   is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): soshookmei.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  spencerlam.asia    lamwaihung.asia 

Executive Summary 林偉雄 LAM WAI HUNG, SPENCER  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): spencerlam.asia, lamwaihung.asia 
is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, 
as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  spencerleung.asia    leungszeho.asia

Executive Summary 梁思浩 LEUNG SZE HO, SPENCER  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): spencerleung.asia, leungszeho.asia 
is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, 
as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  stanleytong.asia    tongkwailai.asia 

Executive Summary 唐季禮 TONG KWAI LAI, STANLEY  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): stanleytong.asia, tongkwailai.asia 
is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, 
as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  stchingowa.asia     

Executive Summary 斯琴高娃 S'TCHIN GOWA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): stchingowa.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  stellalau.asia    lauwailing.asia 

Executive Summary 文    素 LAU WAI LING, STELLA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): stellalau.asia, lauwailing.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  stellawong.asia    wongmanming.asia

Executive Summary 王敏明 WONG MAN MING, STELLA  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): stellawong.asia, wongmanming.asia 
is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, 
as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  stephanielai.asia     

Executive Summary 黎明詩 LAI, STEPHANIE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): stephanielai.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  stephenfung.asia     



Executive Summary 馮德倫 FUNG, STEPHEN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): stephenfung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  stephengan.asia    ganfockwai.asia 

Executive Summary 顏福偉 GAN FOCK WAI, STEPHEN  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): stephengan.asia, ganfockwai.asia 
is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, 
as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  stephentang.asia    

Executive Summary 曾光展 TANG, STEPHEN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): stephentang.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  stfairyzhu.asia    zhuhongcheong.asia

Executive Summary 卡迪遜 ZHU HONG CHEONG, S.T. FAIRY is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): stfairyzhu.asia, zhuhongcheong.asia 
is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, 
as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  suetam.asia    tampuishan.asia 

Executive Summary 談佩珊 TAM PUI SHAN, SUE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): suetam.asia, tampuishan.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  sunahli.asia     

Executive Summary 孫雅莉 SUN AH LI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): sunahli.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in 
Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  sungchihling.asia    

Executive Summary 小    玲 SUNG CHIH LING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): sungchihling.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  sunnywong.asia    wongchiuhong.asia

Executive Summary 黃照康 WONG CHIU HONG, SUNNY  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): sunnywong.asia, wongchiuhong.asia 
is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, 
as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  sunwailin.asia     



Executive Summary 孫慧蓮 SUN WAI LIN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): sunwailin.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  susanjoanneguterres.asia     

Executive Summary 蘇    珊 SUSAN JOANNE GUTERRES  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): susanjoanneguterres.asia,  is/are 
intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well 
as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  susannakwan.asia    

Executive Summary 關菊英 KWAN, SUSANNA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): susannakwan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  susanngai.asia     

Executive Summary 邵音音 SUSAN NGAI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): susanngai.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with 
fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  sylviachang.asia    changaichia.asia 

Executive Summary 張艾嘉 CHANG AI CHIA, SYLVIA is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): sylviachang.asia, changaichia.asia is/are 
intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well 
as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  taiwaikwong.asia     

Executive Summary 戴偉光 TAI WAI KWONG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): taiwaikwong.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  takeshikaneshiro.asia    

Executive Summary 金城武 KANESHIRO, TAKESHI is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): takeshikaneshiro.asia,  is/are intended to be 
used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature 
works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  tamchunghop.asia    

Executive Summary 譚榮傑 TAM CHUNG HOP  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): tamchunghop.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  tamfuwing.asia     



Executive Summary 狄 龍 TAM FU WING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): tamfuwing.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  tamkamming.asia     

Executive Summary 譚錦萌 TAM KAM MING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): tamkamming.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  tampingman.asia    

Executive Summary 譚炳文 TAM PING MAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): tampingman.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  tamshukmui.asia    

Executive Summary 譚淑梅 TAM SHUK MUI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): tamshukmui.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  tamshukyin.asia     

Executive Summary 譚淑英 TAM SHUK YIN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): tamshukyin.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  tamsinhung.asia     

Executive Summary 譚倩紅 TAM SIN HUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): tamsinhung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  tamying.asia     

Executive Summary 譚    瑛 TAM YING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): tamying.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  tamyiuman.asia    

Executive Summary 譚耀文 TAM YIU MAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): tamyiuman.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  tangcheung.asia    



Executive Summary 鄧 祥 TANG CHEUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): tangcheung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  tangchoisam.asia     

Executive Summary 鄧再森 TANG CHOI SAM  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): tangchoisam.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  tangchunkuen.asia    

Executive Summary 丁日月 TANG CHUN KUEN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): tangchunkuen.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  tangshuiman.asia     

Executive Summary 鄧萃雯 TANG SHUI MAN is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): tangshuiman.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  tangsiuyin.asia     

Executive Summary 鄧美美 TANG SIU YIN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): tangsiuyin.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  tangwinghung.asia     

Executive Summary 鄧榮銶 TANG WING HUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): tangwinghung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  tangwingsun.asia    

Executive Summary 鄧榮燊 TANG WING SUN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): tangwingsun.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  tangyeengan.asia     

Executive Summary 銀    姐 TANG YEE NGAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): tangyeengan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  tanihayashi.asia     



Executive Summary THX is a brand name for handbags, gradually will be diversified into garment, 
accessories, etc. under the operation of Japan and HK partnerships.  It will be 
launched in Japan this April, then back to HK with exposure by many Asian 
renowved artistes, then to China, Taiwan, Malaysia, etc.  In this connection, we 
do think www.thx.asia, www.thx-tanihayashi.asia, www. tanihayashi.asia (in 
this priority) can best help establish a unique identity for this new Asian brand, 
with aggressive marketing and publicity plans. 

Domain(s):  tarcysu.asia    suhuilun.asia

Executive Summary 蘇慧綸 SU HUI LUN, TARCY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): tarcysu.asia, suhuilun.asia is/are intended to be 
used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature 
works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  teddyrobinkwan.asia     

Executive Summary 泰迪羅賓 KWAN, TEDDY ROBIN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): teddyrobinkwan.asia,  is/are intended to be used 
to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works 
by the artist. 

Domain(s):  teresalo.asia     

Executive Summary 夏    萍 LO, TERESA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): teresalo.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  teresawong.asia    wongtienlee.asia 

Executive Summary 王天麗 WONG TIEN LEE, TERESA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): teresawong.asia, wongtienlee.asia is/are 
intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well 
as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  terryfan.asia    fansuiwong.asia

Executive Summary 樊少皇 FAN SUI WONG, TERRY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): terryfan.asia, fansuiwong.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  thomaslam.asia    lamchofai.asia 

Executive Summary 林祖輝 LAM CHO FAI, THOMAS  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): thomaslam.asia, lamchofai.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  thx.asia     

Executive Summary THX is a brand name for handbags, gradually will be diversified into garment, 
accessories, etc. under the operation of Japan and HK partnerships.  It will be 
launched in Japan this April, then back to HK with exposure by many Asian 
renowved artistes, then to China, Taiwan, Malaysia, etc.  In this connection, we 
do think www.thx.asia, www.thx-tanihayashi.asia, www. tanihayashi.asia (in 



this priority) can best help establish a unique identity for this new Asian brand, 
with aggressive marketing and publicity plans. 

Domain(s):  tiffanylee.asia     

Executive Summary 李蘢怡 LEE, TIFFANY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): tiffanylee.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  timmyhung.asia    hungtinming.asia

Executive Summary 洪天明 HUNG TIN MING, TIMMY is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): timmyhung.asia, hungtinming.asia is/are 
intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well 
as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  timyuk.asia    yuklaiyin.asia

Executive Summary 郁禮賢 YUK LAI YIN, TIM  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): timyuk.asia, yuklaiyin.asia is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  tinaliu.asia    liutienlan.asia 

Executive Summary 劉天蘭 LIU TIEN LAN, TINA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): tinaliu.asia, liutienlan.asia is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  tingallen.asia     

Executive Summary 丁子峻 TING ALLEN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): tingallen.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  tingshunyuan.asia    

Executive Summary 江 島 TING SHUN YUAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): tingshunyuan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  tobickyee.asia    

Executive Summary 陶碧儀 TO BICK YEE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): tobickyee.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  toderek.asia     



Executive Summary 杜挺豪 TO DEREK  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): toderek.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in 
Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  tomiwong.asia    wongyukfun.asia 

Executive Summary 黃愷欣 WONG YUK FUN, TOMI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): tomiwong.asia, wongyukfun.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  tommyyuen.asia    yuenmanon.asia

Executive Summary 阮民安 YUEN MAN ON, TOMMY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): tommyyuen.asia, yuenmanon.asia is/are 
intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well 
as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  tongpangkwong.asia     

Executive Summary 唐炳光 TONG PANG KWONG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): tongpangkwong.asia,  is/are intended to be used 
to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works 
by the artist. 

Domain(s):  tonyleung.asia    leungkafai.asia 

Executive Summary 梁家輝 LEUNG KA FAI, TONY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): tonyleung.asia, leungkafai.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  tonyleung.asia    leungchiuway.asia 

Executive Summary 梁朝偉 LEUNG CHIU WAY, TONY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): tonyleung.asia, leungchiuway.asia is/are 
intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well 
as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  tonyyu.asia    yuyingho.asia

Executive Summary 余銘桁 YU YING HO, TONY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): tonyyu.asia, yuyingho.asia is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  toonyan.asia     

Executive Summary 陶安仁 TO ON YAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): toonyan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  toosiuchun.asia     



Executive Summary 杜少津 TOO SIU CHUN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): toosiuchun.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  toyingor.asia     

Executive Summary 杜燕歌 TO YIN GOR  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): toyingor.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  tsangchunchiu.asia    

Executive Summary 司馬華龍 TSANG CHUN CHIU  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): tsangchunchiu.asia,  is/are intended to be used 
to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works 
by the artist. 

Domain(s):  tsanghingkwok.asia    

Executive Summary 曾慶玨 TSANG HING KWOK  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): tsanghingkwok.asia,  is/are intended to be used 
to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works 
by the artist. 

Domain(s):  tsangkoonyet.asia     

Executive Summary 曾 江 TSANG KOON YET  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): tsangkoonyet.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  tsangwaiming.asia     

Executive Summary 曾偉明 TSANG WAI MING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): tsangwaiming.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  tsangyinling.asia    

Executive Summary 曾燕玲 TSANG YIN LING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): tsangyinling.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  tsoikwokhing.asia    

Executive Summary 蔡國慶 TSOI KWOK HING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): tsoikwokhing.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  tsoikwokkuen.asia     



Executive Summary 蔡國權 TSOI KWOK KUEN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): tsoikwokkuen.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  tsoimeikuen.asia     

Executive Summary 伍詠勳 TSOI MEI KUEN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): tsoimeikuen.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  tsowing.asia    

Executive Summary 曹 榮 TSO WING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): tsowing.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in 
Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  tsuichunhok.asia    

Executive Summary 徐松鶴 TSUI CHUN HOK  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): tsuichunhok.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  tsuiyiuming.asia     

Executive Summary 徐小明 TSUI YIU MING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): tsuiyiuming.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  tuenwailun.asia     

Executive Summary 段偉倫 TUEN WAI LUN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): tuenwailun.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  tungpongkin.asia     

Executive Summary 董本建 TUNG PONG KIN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): tungpongkin.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  tungwanwai.asia    

Executive Summary 董 瑋 TUNG WAN WAI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): tungwanwai.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  veronicayip.asia    yipyukhing.asia



Executive Summary 葉玉卿 YIP YUK HING, VERONICA is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): veronicayip.asia, yipyukhing.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  victorchan.asia    chanchungwai.asia 

Executive Summary 陳仲維 CHAN CHUNG WAI, VICTOR  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): victorchan.asia, chanchungwai.asia 
is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, 
as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  victorialam.asia    lamkinming.asia

Executive Summary 林建明 LAM KIN MING, VICTORIA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): victorialam.asia, lamkinming.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  vigotam.asia    tamkamfai.asia 

Executive Summary 譚錦輝 TAM KAM FAI, VIGO  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): vigotam.asia, tamkamfai.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  vikkifong.asia    fongmanwai.asia 

Executive Summary 方慧琪 FONG MAN WAI, VIKKI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): vikkifong.asia, fongmanwai.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  vincent.asia    

Executive Summary Kok Tak Chiu is a film director, writer, producer and actor, and he is a regular 
columniest for newspaper and magazine, and being a host for TV and Radio 
programs.  In different fields, he tends to use different names, that's why he 
needs some different domain names.  Many business and Yin Yeung are the 
names of his production companies. 

Domain(s):  vincentho.asia    howaifung.asia 

Executive Summary 何緯豐 HO WAI FUNG, VINCENT  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): vincentho.asia, howaifung.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  vincentkok.asia    

Executive Summary Kok Tak Chiu is a film director, writer, producer and actor, and he is a regular 
columniest for newspaper and magazine, and being a host for TV and Radio 
programs.  In different fields, he tends to use different names, that's why he 
needs some different domain names.  Many business and Yin Yeung are the 
names of his production companies. 

Domain(s):  vindychan.asia    chanwaiyee.asia 



Executive Summary 陳慧儀 CHAN WAI YEE, VINDY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): vindychan.asia, chanwaiyee.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  waiselee.asia    leechihung.asia 

Executive Summary 李子雄 LEE CHI HUNG, WAISE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): waiselee.asia, leechihung.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  waishuikwan.asia    

Executive Summary 韋瑞群 WAI SHUI KWAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): waishuikwan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  waitinchi.asia     

Executive Summary 惠天賜 WAI TIN CHI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): waitinchi.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  waiyinghung.asia     

Executive Summary 惠英紅 WAI YING HUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): waiyinghung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  wanchikeung.asia     

Executive Summary 尹志強 WAN CHI KEUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): wanchikeung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  wanchishing.asia    

Executive Summary 尹陽明 WAN CHI SHING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): wanchishing.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  wanfaiyin.asia     

Executive Summary 尹飛燕 WAN FAI YIN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): wanfaiyin.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  wanghuichun.asia     



Executive Summary 王蕙君 WANG HUI CHUN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): wanghuichun.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  wangmingchun.asia     

Executive Summary 汪明荃 WANG MING CHUN is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): wangmingchun.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  wangtsuhsien.asia    

Executive Summary 王祖賢 WANG TSU HSIEN is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): wangtsuhsien.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  wangwaitak.asia     

Executive Summary 王維德 WANG WAI TAK  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): wangwaitak.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  wangyungwei.asia     

Executive Summary 王永偉 WANG YUNG WEI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): wangyungwei.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  wansheungyin.asia     

Executive Summary 溫雙燕 WAN SHEUNG YIN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): wansheungyin.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  wansiulun.asia    

Executive Summary 溫兆倫 WAN SIU LUN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): wansiulun.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  wantinchiu.asia     

Executive Summary 尹天照 WAN TIN CHIU is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): wantinchiu.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  weare.asia     



Executive Summary A celebrity in HK and well-known make-up artist for many local famous stars 
such as Zhang Ziyi, Cheung Pak Chi, Kwan Chi Lim Rosemen, Lau Ka Ling 
Carina, and Karen Mok.  My studio "accp", in Chai Wan, is a celebrity styling 
and consultanting firm.  It is also a production house which does a lot of 
commercial photo shootings. 

Domain(s):  wearebeauty.asia     

Executive Summary A celebrity in HK and well-known make-up artist for many local famous stars 
such as Zhang Ziyi, Cheung Pak Chi, Kwan Chi Lim Rosemen, Lau Ka Ling 
Carina, and Karen Mok.  My studio "accp", in Chai Wan, is a celebrity styling 
and consultanting firm.  It is also a production house which does a lot of 
commercial photo shootings. 

Domain(s):  wearefashion.asia    

Executive Summary A celebrity in HK and well-known make-up artist for many local famous stars 
such as Zhang Ziyi, Cheung Pak Chi, Kwan Chi Lim Rosemen, Lau Ka Ling 
Carina, and Karen Mok.  My studio "accp", in Chai Wan, is a celebrity styling 
and consultanting firm.  It is also a production house which does a lot of 
commercial photo shootings. 

Domain(s):  wearelifestyle.asia     

Executive Summary A celebrity in HK and well-known make-up artist for many local famous stars 
such as Zhang Ziyi, Cheung Pak Chi, Kwan Chi Lim Rosemen, Lau Ka Ling 
Carina, and Karen Mok.  My studio "accp", in Chai Wan, is a celebrity styling 
and consultanting firm.  It is also a production house which does a lot of 
commercial photo shootings. 

Domain(s):  wearetravel.asia     

Executive Summary A celebrity in HK and well-known make-up artist for many local famous stars 
such as Zhang Ziyi, Cheung Pak Chi, Kwan Chi Lim Rosemen, Lau Ka Ling 
Carina, and Karen Mok.  My studio "accp", in Chai Wan, is a celebrity styling 
and consultanting firm.  It is also a production house which does a lot of 
commercial photo shootings. 

Domain(s):  wendyhon.asia    honyukha.asia 

Executive Summary 韓毓霞 HON YUK HA, WENDY  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): wendyhon.asia, honyukha.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  wer.asia     

Executive Summary A celebrity in HK and well-known make-up artist for many local famous stars 
such as Zhang Ziyi, Cheung Pak Chi, Kwan Chi Lim Rosemen, Lau Ka Ling 
Carina, and Karen Mok.  My studio "accp", in Chai Wan, is a celebrity styling 
and consultanting firm.  It is also a production house which does a lot of 
commercial photo shootings. 

Domain(s):  werbeauty.asia     



Executive Summary A celebrity in HK and well-known make-up artist for many local famous stars 
such as Zhang Ziyi, Cheung Pak Chi, Kwan Chi Lim Rosemen, Lau Ka Ling 
Carina, and Karen Mok.  My studio "accp", in Chai Wan, is a celebrity styling 
and consultanting firm.  It is also a production house which does a lot of 
commercial photo shootings. 

Domain(s):  werfashion.asia     

Executive Summary A celebrity in HK and well-known make-up artist for many local famous stars 
such as Zhang Ziyi, Cheung Pak Chi, Kwan Chi Lim Rosemen, Lau Ka Ling 
Carina, and Karen Mok.  My studio "accp", in Chai Wan, is a celebrity styling 
and consultanting firm.  It is also a production house which does a lot of 
commercial photo shootings. 

Domain(s):  werlifestyle.asia    

Executive Summary A celebrity in HK and well-known make-up artist for many local famous stars 
such as Zhang Ziyi, Cheung Pak Chi, Kwan Chi Lim Rosemen, Lau Ka Ling 
Carina, and Karen Mok.  My studio "accp", in Chai Wan, is a celebrity styling 
and consultanting firm.  It is also a production house which does a lot of 
commercial photo shootings. 

Domain(s):  wertravel.asia     

Executive Summary A celebrity in HK and well-known make-up artist for many local famous stars 
such as Zhang Ziyi, Cheung Pak Chi, Kwan Chi Lim Rosemen, Lau Ka Ling 
Carina, and Karen Mok.  My studio "accp", in Chai Wan, is a celebrity styling 
and consultanting firm.  It is also a production house which does a lot of 
commercial photo shootings. 

Domain(s):  williamhu.asia    huwaihong.asia 

Executive Summary 胡渭康 HU WAI HONG, WILLIAM  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): williamhu.asia, huwaihong.asia is/are intended to 
be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  williamwong.asia    wongwinghay.asia 

Executive Summary 王永禧 WONG WING HAY, WILLIAM  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): williamwong.asia, wongwinghay.asia 
is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, 
as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  wilsonlam.asia    

Executive Summary 林俊賢 LAM, WILSON  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): wilsonlam.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  wilsontsang.asia    tsangtsanon.asia 

Executive Summary 曾贊安 TSANG TSAN ON, WILSON  is a member of the Hong Kong 
Performing Actors Guild.  The domain(s): wilsontsang.asia, tsangtsanon.asia 
is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, 
as well as to feature works by the artist. 



Domain(s):  winsometang.asia     

Executive Summary 鄧慧詩 TANG, WINSOME  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): winsometang.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  wongangel.asia    

Executive Summary 黃潔冰 WONG ANGEL  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): wongangel.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  wongchikeung.asia    

Executive Summary 黃一山 WONG CHI KEUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): wongchikeung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  wongchikuen.asia     

Executive Summary 汪    禹 WONG CHI KUEN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): wongchikuen.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  wongchiming.asia     

Executive Summary 黃志明 WONG CHI MING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): wongchiming.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  wongchiwing.asia    

Executive Summary 黃志榮 WONG CHI WING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): wongchiwing.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  wongchoryin.asia     

Executive Summary 黃老邪 WONG CHOR YIN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): wongchoryin.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  wongchunchun.asia     

Executive Summary 黃真真 WONG CHUN CHUN is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): wongchunchun.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  wongchunchun.asia     



Executive Summary BARBARA WONG CHUN-CHUN is a  well-known director, writer, producer and 
actor based in Hong Kong. 

Domain(s):  wongchungsan.asia     

Executive Summary 小雲龍 WONG CHUNG SAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): wongchungsan.asia,  is/are intended to be used 
to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works 
by the artist. 

Domain(s):  wongfungying.asia    

Executive Summary 黃鳳英 WONG FUNG YING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): wongfungying.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  wonghangsau.asia     

Executive Summary 黃杏秀 WONG HANG SAU  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): wonghangsau.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  wonghiwan.asia     

Executive Summary 黃希雲 WONG HI WAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): wonghiwan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  wonghoyin.asia     

Executive Summary 黃浩然 WONG HO YIN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): wonghoyin.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  wongkaitak.asia    

Executive Summary 王啟德 WONG KAI TAK  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): wongkaitak.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  wongkaiyue.asia    

Executive Summary 黃一飛 WONG KAI YUE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): wongkaiyue.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  wongkamkwong.asia     



Executive Summary 黃錦江 WONG KAM KWONG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): wongkamkwong.asia,  is/are intended to be used 
to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works 
by the artist. 

Domain(s):  wongkamtong.asia     

Executive Summary 黃金棠 WONG KAM TONG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): wongkamtong.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  wongkwongleung.asia    

Executive Summary 黃光亮 WONG KWONG LEUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): wongkwongleung.asia,  is/are intended to be 
used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature 
works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  wongmanpiu.asia     

Executive Summary 黃文標 WONG MAN PIU  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): wongmanpiu.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  wongmeifan.asia     

Executive Summary 黃美芬 WONG MEI FAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): wongmeifan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  wongoiyiu.asia     

Executive Summary 黃璦瑤 WONG OI YIU  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): wongoiyiu.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  wongparkman.asia    

Executive Summary 黃柏文 WONG PARK MAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): wongparkman.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  wongshingshen.asia     

Executive Summary 黃成想 WONG SHING SHEN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): wongshingshen.asia,  is/are intended to be used 
to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works 
by the artist. 

Domain(s):  wongsiuyin.asia     



Executive Summary 王小燕 WONG SIU YIN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): wongsiuyin.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  wongsofun.asia     

Executive Summary 黃素歡 WONG SO FUN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): wongsofun.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  wongwahshing.asia    

Executive Summary 王華盛 WONG WAH SHING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): wongwahshing.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  wongwai.asia    

Executive Summary 王    瑋 WONG WAI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): wongwai.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  wongwanchoi.asia     

Executive Summary 黃韻材 WONG WAN CHOI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): wongwanchoi.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  wongyatwah.asia     

Executive Summary 黃日華 WONG YAT WAH  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): wongyatwah.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  wongyukman.asia    

Executive Summary 黃毓民 WONG YUK MAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): wongyukman.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  wonkamwung.asia    

Executive Summary 溫錦雲 WON KAM WUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): wonkamwung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  wookaisau.asia     



Executive Summary 胡 楓 WOO KAI SAU  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): wookaisau.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  wufongling.asia     

Executive Summary 湖邊月 WU FONG LING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): wufongling.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  wuwingkeung.asia    

Executive Summary 胡越山 WU WING KEUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): wuwingkeung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  xujinjiang.asia    

Executive Summary 徐錦江 XU JIN JIANG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): xujinjiang.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  yammielam.asia    lamkitying.asia 

Executive Summary 藍潔瑛 LAM KIT YING, YAMMIE  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): yammielam.asia, lamkitying.asia is/are intended 
to be used to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to 
feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  yamtatwah.asia     

Executive Summary 任達華 YAM TAT WAH is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): yamtatwah.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  yangkungru.asia     

Executive Summary 楊恭如 YANG KUNG RU  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): yangkungru.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  yanmoukeung.asia    

Executive Summary 甄懋強 YAN MOU KEUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): yanmoukeung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  yapkingsang.asia     



Executive Summary 八襾金 YAP KING SANG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): yapkingsang.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  yaukitbing.asia     

Executive Summary 游潔冰 YAU KIT BING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): yaukitbing.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  yaungchu.asia    

Executive Summary 珠    姐 YAU NG CHU  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): yaungchu.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  yeungchithong.asia    

Executive Summary 楊 康 YEUNG CHIT HONG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing 
Actors Guild.  The domain(s): yeungchithong.asia,  is/are intended to be used 
to connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works 
by the artist. 

Domain(s):  yeungkai.asia     

Executive Summary 楊 淇 YEUNG KAI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): yeungkai.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  yeungwingwah.asia     

Executive Summary 楊子江 YEUNG WING WAH  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): yeungwingwah.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  yeungwo.asia    

Executive Summary 楊 和 YEUNG WO  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): yeungwo.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  yeungyingwai.asia    

Executive Summary 楊英偉 YEUNG YING WAI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): yeungyingwai.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  yimchauwa.asia     



Executive Summary 嚴秋華 YIM CHAU WA  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): yimchauwa.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  yinyueng.asia     

Executive Summary Kok Tak Chiu is a film director, writer, producer and actor, and he is a regular 
columniest for newspaper and magazine, and being a host for TV and Radio 
programs.  In different fields, he tends to use different names, that's why he 
needs some different domain names.  Many business and Yin Yeung are the 
names of his production companies. 

Domain(s):  yinyuengfilm.asia     

Executive Summary Kok Tak Chiu is a film director, writer, producer and actor, and he is a regular 
columniest for newspaper and magazine, and being a host for TV and Radio 
programs.  In different fields, he tends to use different names, that's why he 
needs some different domain names.  Many business and Yin Yeung are the 
names of his production companies. 

Domain(s):  yiuhinshui.asia     

Executive Summary 饒芷昀 YIU HIN SHUI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): yiuhinshui.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  yiuyuetnang.asia     

Executive Summary 姚綺雲 YIU YUET NANG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): yiuyuetnang.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  yoebiu.asia     

Executive Summary 游  YOE BIU  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  The 
domain(s): yoebiu.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in Asia 
and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  yokseto.asia     

Executive Summary 龍貫天 YOK SE TO  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): yokseto.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  yuchilai.asia    

Executive Summary 蓋劍奎 YU CHI LAI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): yuchilai.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans in 
Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  yuchungshing.asia    



Executive Summary 余大鵬 YU CHUNG SHING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): yuchungshing.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  yuehoman.asia     

Executive Summary 楊證樺 YUE HO MAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): yuehoman.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with 
fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  yuenlaiking.asia    

Executive Summary 苑瓊丹 YUEN LAI KING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): yuenlaiking.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  yuenlingto.asia    

Executive Summary 阮令濤 YUEN LING TO  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): yuenlingto.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  yuensiufai.asia     

Executive Summary 阮兆輝 YUEN SIU FAI  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): yuensiufai.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  yuenyueming.asia     

Executive Summary 俞 明 YUEN YUE MING  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): yuenyueming.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  yuenyukhan.asia     

Executive Summary 裘倩儂 YUEN YUK HAN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): yuenyukhan.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  yukamchu.asia    

Executive Summary 金    枝 YU KAM CHU  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): yukamchu.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with 
fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  yukwoklok.asia    



Executive Summary 余國樂 YU KWOK LOK  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): yukwoklok.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  yumolin.asia     

Executive Summary 余慕蓮 YU MO LIN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors Guild.  
The domain(s): yumolin.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect with fans 
in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  yurongguang.asia    

Executive Summary 于榮光 YU RONG GUANG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): yurongguang.asia,  is/are intended to be used to 
connect with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by 
the artist. 

Domain(s):  yutongyung.asia    

Executive Summary 虞天偉 YU TONG YUNG  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): yutongyung.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

Domain(s):  zhangtielin.asia     

Executive Summary 張鐵林 ZHANG TIE LIN  is a member of the Hong Kong Performing Actors 
Guild.  The domain(s): zhangtielin.asia,  is/are intended to be used to connect 
with fans in Asia and around the world, as well as to feature works by the artist. 

 


